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When asked for the ideal armour for a particular situation, a well-known
Professor queried "what is the range of the missile". Upon hearing the
range was 14 km, he replied "I would recommend 14.1 km of air".
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Abstract
This dissertation reports the shock and ballistic properties of a selection of bainitic
steels. In order to attain these data a number of experimental techniques were
developed and the dynamic properties of two sintered tungsten alloys were measured.

The shock properties of the two bainitic steels considered in this research were found
to be similar, there were however some important differences. Whilst the upper
bainitic samples were recovered either whole or in a few fragments, the lower
temperature bainite exhibited a great deal of brittle fracture. A very interesting
difference was that while the ferrite in the lower temperature bainite underwent a
pressure induced phase transition at 13 GPa as would be expected in a low alloy steel,
the upper bainite did not appear to. Whether the phase transition has in fact been
suppressed or so fast as to be non-observable is discussed in this dissertation. Given
the only difference between these two alloys is microstructural, this must be the
overriding factor in whether this characteristic transition in observed.

Using both classic and symmetric Taylor tests, two sintered tungsten alloys were
characterised, remarkably, tensile surface strains of almost 5 % were recorded. These
materials are under consideration as an environmentally friendly penetrator material, a
replacement for the depleted uranium currently used, making them ideal projectile
material for this study of the ballistic properties of potential and current armour steels.

Ballistics experiments were performed in order to compare one of the bainitic steels
with both an existing armour steel and also to mild steel using tungsten penetrators.
The existing armour steel exhibited a ' plugging' behaviour. The bainitic steel failed
by a combination of the 'plugging' mechanism and fragmentation .

The bainitic steels under consideration in this research are potential replacements for
the current more expensive steels that are used on armoured vehicles. Whilst this
study does not try to conclude whether they do in fact offer more protection than
existing products to such vehicles, it does provide sufficient data for modellers to help
make informed decisions.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Materials have been tested for many years, however, much
of this early work is not
relevant to fast loading conditions . Impulsive loading needs
to be considered in many
appli catio ns inclu ding struc tural stren gth of vehicles
durin g crash situations,

.

lightweight armour for personnel or military vehicles,
aero-engines and spacecraft.
As impact situations arise under diverse conditions, there
is a need for this to be
reflected in the materials selection and design process.
To do this effectively, it is
necessary to understand material response under high
stress loading. As is evident
from figure 1.1, the physical properties of a material can
be highly dependent upon
the strain rate and loading conditions to which they are subje
cted.
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Figu re 1.1 A plot offailure stress of limestone both as a
function of strain rate and
loading state, taken from (Brace and ]ones 1971). The upper
line represents the stress
at a stf;in value of 0.7 %, being ]-dimensional strain the
sample is laterally
constrafned. The lower line is for experiments carried out
under uniaxial stress.

The differences between uniaxial stress and strain need
to be considered in order to
understand the results of the research presented in this disse
rtation.
Plate impact experiments lead to conditions of uniaxial
strain. The diameter of the
plate is large compared to its thickness, the material is const
rained laterally. The stress
can therefore increase regardless of the yield stress. An
idealised stress-strain plot of
9
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final states would take the form show n
in figure 1.2. Generally for metals, the
bulk
modulus increases when the material is subj
ected to greater pressures (refer to section
3.1). Higher stress increments travel fast
er and will overtake the lower ones. A sing
le
'discontinuous' shock front is formed. Ref
er to section 1.1 for a detailed discussion
of
shock waves.

Uniaxial stress conditions considered in
this research occur whe n a slender rod, leng
th
to diam eter ratio of 10:1, impacts norm
ally. Und er these con ditio ns, the materia
l is
not constrained laterally which leads to
a triaxial strain state. Wh en the length of
the
loading pulse is long compared to the rod
diameter, the direction of wave propagat
ion
is the only stress com pon ent that needs be
considered. Ref er to figure 1.2 for a typical
loading path.

stress

stress

yield
stress
HEL
strain

U niaxial stress

strain

Uniaxial strain

Fig ure 1.2 Schematic for idealised loading
path for uniaxial stress and path offina l
states for uniaxial strain. The Hugoniot Elas
tic Lim it (HEL is discussed later in this
chapter.
Muc h of the fundamental data reco rded
in this research are inva luab le to modelle
rs.
By measuring the beh avio ur of a materia
l in a relatively simple situation such as
in
shock experiments, a combination of anal
ytical and hydrocode models have been able
to pred ict the beh avio ur of materials in
more complex situations. This is, of cou
rse,
very important when considering how an
armoured vehicle would behave if it wer
e to
be protected by a combination of materia
ls including bainitic steels.
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The main subjects of this dissertation are
the shock and ballistic properties of a
selection of bainitic steels that are describe
d in chap ter 2. The se can be made
relatively cheaply due to their low alloy com
position and yet potentially will be able
to be at least as good as conventional arm
our steels. Armour materials need to be
tested and modelled in both shock and ball
istic situations due to the nature of their
potential practical use.

.

This dissertation, for clarity, will begin with
a discussion of both the relevant theory
and materials used; chapters 1 and 2 respectiv
ely. Chapter 3 outlines the experimental
techniques used, in orde r to circ umv ent
repe titio n in the ensu ing chapters. A
discussion of the shock properties of two
of the bainitic steels is to be found in
chapter 4. This covers longitudinal and later
al stress measurements, calculated shear
stresses and dynamic tensile strength measure
ments. It is based on a paper that has
been accepted for publication in Proceedings
A of the Royal Society (Hammond
2004).

Chapter 5 presents the ballistic research carr
ied out on a bainitic steel and compares
its response to other steels. In order to examine
the ballistic properties of bainitic steel
it was necessary to carry out extensive char
acterisation of the impactor material, a
sintered tungsten alloy. Two different alloys
were tested in Taylor tests, both classic
and symmetric geometries and these are disc
ussed in chapter 6, which is based on
(Hammond et al. 2003a).
In order to carry out much of this research,
there were inevitably various preparatory
experiments that were carried out. These
include studying the effect of padding
around gauges (Hammond et al. 2003b), exam
ining the stress measured and also the
survi vability of the gauge. These data are pres
ented in chapter 7.
Studying both the shock and ballistic prop
erties of a material leads to both an
understanding of, and an ability to model
how it behaves, across a wide range of
strain rates . Shock experiments provide a simp
le, initially one-dimensional, geometry
in which to study material response to high
stress and high strain rates. It provides
good input parameters for relatively simp
le models. The se models can then be
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extended to predict more complex situations such
as those encountered in ballistics
expe rime nts. Thes e balli stic expe rime nts prov ide
an oppo rtuni ty to study three
dimensional problems. In order to model these preci
sely however, the parameters
have to be found very accurately. The Taylor tests prov
ide lower strain rate regimes in
which to gain data. By studying a variety of strain
rates, modellers can pred ict
material behaviour in all types of situations. If the
tungsten alloys considered in this
resea rch are to be used as an envi ronm ental ly frien
dly repla ceme nt for depleted
uranium penetrators, then it is, of course, essential
to pred ict their behaviour once
incorporated in a complicated long rod system. This
would not be possible without
both the experimental data and modelling.
A basic review of the theory of shock wave physics
and ballistic impact is presented
in the rema inde r of this chapter. Firstly, the shoc
k expe rime nt is discussed. This
provides a means of subjecting a material to one-dime
nsional strain at strain rates of
8
1
up to 10 s- • Secondly, Tayl or tests are considere
d. These provide large stress and
large strain tests at strain rates of up to 105 s- 1• Fina
lly, some of the ideas behind
ballistics experiments are explained. These experime
nts are ideal for studying the
behaviour of materials from quasi-static to the shoc
k regime. Studying both the shock
and ballistic properties of a material leads to an
understanding of how it behaves
across a wide range of strain rates. Those readers
already familiar with shock and
ballistic physics may choose to proceed directly to chap
ter 2.
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1.1. Fundamentals of shock wave physics
Shock waves
A shock wave is a front across which a discontinuous
chan ge in density, pressure,
particle velocity, temperature, energ y and entropy is
found. At these stress levels,
wave speed increases with stress so a ramped wave will
steepen until a shock wave
forms. In a real material, effects such as viscosity and the
finite speed of deformation
cause the wave to have a finite rise time.

.

Release waves or release fans
Thes e take the material from the high-pressure state to
ambient conditions. A release
wave, which is isentropic, removes the increments of stress
and can be considered as
a collection of wavelets. The release wave is dispersive
, as the wave-speed reduces
with pressure. As the wave propagates it spreads, conse
quently release waves are not
disco ntinu ous and must be treate d diffe rently from
shocks. They are some times
referred to as release fans. Since they propagate throu
gh stressed material, they can
travel faster than the primary shocks.

Jump relations
The variables used are
uP (mm !!S- 1), the particle velocity, which defines
the motion of the particles such as

atoms in the material.

Us (mm !!S-1), the shock velocity, the velocity at which
the shock moves through the
material.
p (g cm- 3) is the density of the material.

a (GPa) is the stress in the direction of propagation of the shock
.
e (Jg-1) is the energy stored in the material per unit mass.

In the analysis of shock waves it is important to remember
that mass, momentum and
energy are conserved across the shock front. The passa
ge of a shock wave through a
material leads to adiabatic comp ressio n. It is possi ble
to write relations betw een
changes in the therm odyn amic variables. Such relations,
while important, yield no
information about the mate rial or the shock structure;
they only give the ultimate
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equili brium state of the mater ial, not the pathway. In this
section, every thing is
considered in a laboratory frame of reference where the subsc
ripts 0 and 1 denote the
undisturbed and shocked materials respectively.
~f

we consi der the simpl est scenario of an isotropic material with
negligible strength
compared to the shock wave, i.e. hydro-dynamic behaviour,
we can examine the basic
response of the material.

Consi dering a steady shock travel ling at speed Us traver sing
a mater ial which is
initially stationary (uP = 0) with densi ty p . The amou nt of
material, M, crosse d by
0

unit area of the shock wave per unit time is

(1.1)

Conservation of mass requires that material emerges at the same
rate behind the shock
front;

(1.2)

which is the mass jump relation.
The pressure difference across the shock front leads to a chang
e in mome ntum which,
by Newt on's second law, the jump relation is

(1.3)

The energy rise is assumed to be in two parts, kinetic (KE)
and internal (ere 0 ). The
KE chang e is entirely due to the chang e in particle velocity
in the mass of material
which has been accelerated.

1

2

KE = - p0 Us(u.J .
2

(1.4)
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Addin g this to the chang e in internal energ y gives the total
energy chang e which is
equal to the amou nt of work done on the shock, W, where
W is calcu lated as force
multiplied by distance.

(1.5)

By substi tution of equat ions (1.2) and (1.3) into (1.5) the
energy jump relation is
obtained

(1.6)

Given the three conservation relations contain only five variab
les, knowledge of two
of them will define the other three.

The Hugoniot
When combined with an equation of state, where energy is expre
ssed as a function of
both pressure and volume, and relevant boundary conditions
a Hugo niot curve results.
Such a curve descr ibes the possib le end states, not the pathw
ay, result ing from a
single shock on material in a given initial state. It also repres
ents the material under
high- rate comp ressiv e loadin g and so can be used to measu
re the comp ressiv e
strength; shear and tensile strength will be discussed later.
For an impact between two materials of know n Hugoniots at
a given impact velocity,
the values of the therm odyna mic variab les can be define
d. Plotti ng any shock
parameter against any other would lead to a unique curve for
a particular material, the
most common Hugo niot plots are P vs. uP, Us vs. uP or P vs.
V. The first of which is
used exten sively in this disser tation becau se they are variab
les that have to be
conserved at a shock interface whether or not it is discontinuou
s itself.
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Pressur e

p

R; the Rayleig h line (the path followe d
/ f o r a discont inuous shock)

Hugoni ot,
high-str ess
end
state

Start state
V

Vo

Volume

Figure 1.1.1 A schematic P- V Hugoniot, H, for shock pressure P. The loading line, R,
in the material is the Rayleigh line.
Figure 1.1.1 shows a schematic P versus V Hugoniot, labelled H. This curve is
concave, reflecting the assumption that wave speed increases with pressure. Loading
occurs along a chord, the Raleigh line R, to this curve starting at the initial state and
finishing at the final state. The Rayleigh line is not a thermodynamic path but is
obtained from the conservation of mass and momentum. The slope of this chord in the
P-Vplan e can be found by rearranging equations (1.3) and (1.5), (1.6)

(1 .7)

Hence the slope of the Rayleigh line in the P- V plane is proportional to the square of
the shock impedance ( p0 U5 ).
Figure 1.1.2 shows four Hugoniots which differ only in direction of shock and initial
particle velocity. The figure is a schematic showing four different representations of
the same Hugoniot in the P-uP plane. H2 is the principal Hugoniot (taken at standard
conditions; RTP) centred on an initial particle velocity of zero and moving to the
right. H, is for an identical shock in the opposite direction, H is the Hugoniot for a
4
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f
shock movin g into a mater ial which is alread y movin g, so
it is a transl ation of H2
along the uP axis. H3 is shock movin g in the oppos ite direct
ion travel ling into a
mater ial which is already movin g. The fact that such transl
ations and reflec tion of
Hugo niots along the uP axis are valid is a result of the fact that
an isotropic mater ial's
response is not dependent on the direction of the shock.

Empirically Hugoniots have been expre ssed in the form

Us = c 0 +SuP + Qu~ + ...... .

(1.8)

where c0 is the bulk sound speed.
Sand Q can be found by a least squares metho d on the data
(Marsh 1980). It shoul d
be noted that in gener al the secon d order term in UP is only
neces sary when phase
transitions occur.

p

2

Figure 1.1.2 Schematic showing four different representations
of the same Hugo niot
in the P-uP plane.

Calculating pressure and particle velocity during an impact
The stress and partic le velocity result ing from an impac t betwe
en two materials can
be calculated using their Hugoniots. This is most easily done
graphically, as shown in
figure 1.1.3.
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p

Hugoniot of
...---s tation ary material

Figur e 1.1.3 Graphical means of calculating the pressure and
particle velocity at an
impact between two materials.
The stationary mater ial has its velocity increa sed and the
impac tor is slowe d to a
lower velocity. The pressu re and particle velocity at impact
are those defined by the
intersection of the two Hugoniots, at P , u • The loading paths
in the two materials are
1
1
chords joinin g the initial state of the material and the final
state. Two materials in
conta ct canno t maint ain a statio nary disco ntinui ty in either
press ure or partic le
velocity, waves, would be create d to carry the discontinuity
away leavin g behin d a
region of constant pressure and partic le velocity irrespective
of material boundaries.
In order to conserve mass and momentum, it is therefore neces
sary that there must be
continuity in pressure and particle velocity at the impact plane
, ie. at the intersection
of the

~wo

Hugoniots. Other shock parameters can now be calculated using
the jump
relations discussed earlier.

Real Hugoniots
Abov e a certai n stress, the Hugo niot Elasti c Limit (HEL ),
the material no longe r
behaves elastically. The effect is that the shock loads up via two
Rayleigh lines, as the
gradients are different this implies the wave velocity is differ
ent. Therefore two waves
are produced whose velocities are dependent on the slopes of
the Rayleigh lines (refer
to figure 1.1.4 ). The waves separate if the velocity of the elasti
c wave is greater than
that of the plastic. Some materials exhibit a phase transition,
so above the stress that
causes the transition a third wave may be observed (figure 1.1.5)
.
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Iron being a prime example of this (Barker and Hollenbach 1974), at the phase
transition stress the body-centred-cubic ferrite transforms into hexagonal-closepacked E by a martensitic (rapid, diffusionless) transformation.
Stres

Elastic limit
(a)

Strain

Stress

f
(b)

Time

Figure 1.1.4 (a) Two wave structure. (b) Splitting ofshock front into two waves,
elastic and plastic as time progresses. Where, ce1 is the speed of the elastic part of the
wave and cP1 that of the plastic.
Stress
0H uGI--------,~-..,_1
OITI ----~~-/

Phase transition
0 HEL - -

(a)

'

Elastic limit

Strain

Stress

(b)

Time

Figure 1.1.5 (a) Three wave structure. (b) Splitting of shock front into three waves,
elastic, plastic and phase transition, as time progresses. Where, cPT is the speed of the
phase transition wave.
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Lateral Stress and Shear Strength
If the lateral stress, aY, is also meas ured under the
same impa ct conditions as the
longitudinal stress, a,, then the shear strength, r, can
be calculated.

(1.9)
where Y is the yield strength of the material.
For an elastic material,

V

ay =-- ax,
1-v

(1.10)

where vis the Pois son's ratio of the material.
Substituting into equation (1.9) gives

2r

(1- 2v)
=

(1- v)

a ".
-

(1.11)

This can be plotted as a comparison to the experime
ntal data.

Dynamic tensile strength
When determining the dynamic properties of a mate
rial, the dynamic tensile or spall
strength is frequently measured. Muc h of the work
in this field is summarised in
review articles (Davison and Graham 1979; Grady 1988
).
The spall strength is the dynamic tensile strength of
a material at high strain rates. It is
most commonly encountered in plate impact and
explosive loading scenarios. The
spall strength of the material is taken from a stress pulse
measured by a gauge, usually
embedded in a back surface configuration, or from
a VISAR (Velocity Interferometer

20

Syste m for Any Reflector, discussed in section 3.5)
trace. In either case the signal has
the form shown below. The value taken for the spall
strength ( a spau) is indicated in the
figure 1.1.6.

IMPACTOR

Particle Velocity I Stress

TARGET

WINDOW
(PMMA. UF. S•pphire)

--..-=.-:.---·
VISAR

GAUGE

Figure 1.1.6 Set-up for a typical spall experiment (left)
and a schematic of an ideal
trace (right).
The following description shows how spall strength
can be related to the Hugo niot of
the material and expla ins why the so calle d 11 pullback 11 signal can be used as the
measure of this parameter.

It is assumed that the Isentrope and the Hugo niot
are straight lines . Secondly, at low
stress levels they follow the same path. The x-t diagr
am for the expe rime nt is shown
in figure 1.1. 7.
Time
Release
Fan

I

lmpacl

Spall

Interlace

Plane

c

c

Specimen

Figure 1.1.7 A wave diagram for the spall process.
The release fans from Ran d R 1 combine in one of three
cases:
(i) where the material is taken to peak tension but
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a spall

is not exceeded

(ii) spall occurs
(iii) the material has no spall strength
Spall is initiated by nucleation of voids or cracks or by existing microstructur
al
defects. These defects continue to grow until they coalesce forming a spall plane.
The
kinetics and damage growth mecha nisms can be such that the dynamic
tensile
strength far exceeds the quasi-static tensile strength.
There have been many attempts at modelling including attempts based on void
growth
(Johnson 1981; Johnson et al. 1995; Roy et al. 2002) and crack-strainin
g based
models (Chen et al. 1997). In both cases it was concluded that a two-stage model
was
required in which void nucleation is also considered. Calculations behind
void
nucleation, growth and coalescence are reviewed in (Curran et al. 1987). Two
well
established codes are CHAR ADE and DYNA-2D. CHAR ADE involves
ductile
growth and coalescence of voids, examples of its use are found in (Tonks et al.
1999)
and (Murray 1996). DYNA-2D has also been compared favourably with experim
ental
results, for example in (Church et al. 2001).
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1.2 Taylor impact test
The classic Taylor test is a high-strain, high-strain-rate experiment first suggested by
G. I. Taylor (1948a) as a way to measure the dynamic yield strength of a material at a
strain rate of ~10 5 s- 1• This value was known to be substantially more than the static
yield strength. By impacting a rod of the material in question onto a 'rigid, semiinfinite' anvil and measuring the length of the deformed section, the yield stress can
be calculated. More sophisticated methods such as plate impact have since been used
widely, however recently the Taylor impact experiment has regained importance with
the acquisition of time-resolved data through high-speed photography. This allows the
propagation of the plastic wave to be observed and the formation of any secondary
features due to work hardening.

The introduction of the 'symmetr ical' Taylor test in which a rod is impacted onto an
identical rod removes the problem s of frictiona l elastic constrain t at the
projectile /target interface and also minimise d the problems caused by a lack of a
perfectly rigid target (Erlich and Shockey 1983). In effect the rigid condition is
achieved in the centre-of-mass frame with a corresponding impact velocity of V/2.
However this inevitably adds experimental difficulties in aligning the rods laterally
and ensuring a normal impact. If a sabot is used then possibilities of asymmet ry
effects between the two rods (Walley et al. 2000; Radford et al. 2002) are introduced
if the timescale of interest is sufficiently long.

The Taylor test can be instrumented with stress or strain gauges and VISAR can also
be used on the rear surface. The development of high-speed photography has allowed
the observation of intermediate deformation profiles. Hence a great deal of data can
be found in the high-strain, high-strain-rate regime, this kind of test is therefore ideal
for validation of constitutive material modelling.
Consider a cylindric al projectil e, initial length L, with flat ends, which are
perpendicular to the cylinder' s axis, impacting a flat rigid target at time, t=O . The
stress at the impact end will immediately rise to the elastic limit, o;.ietd• and an elastic
compres sion wave propaga tes at the elastic wave velocity in a rod,
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CR=(Eip) 112 (Banc roft 1941), into the cylinder, where E is the Young 's
modulus and p
is the density of the material. If the impact conditions lead to a suffici
ently high stress,
a plastic wave propagates from the impact site at a velocity, which is
less than that of
the elastic wave.

Material which has been subjected to the elastic wave but not the plastic
one is under
stress, ayield with a particle velocity of (V-ayielj PP c), where PP is
the projec tile's
density, V, is the impact velocity and c is the elastic wave velocity
(eR in this case).
The rod is therefore decelerated. Upon reaching the rear end of the
projectile, the
elastic wave is reflected as a tensile wave. This reflection results
in a change in
velocity of the free end of 2ayield,/ PP c, where PP is the density of projec
tile material,
while material that this tensile wave has passed is at zero stress and has
particle speed
of (V-2ayield,/ PP c).

When this reflected elastic wave meets the oncoming plastic wave, it
is reflected as a
compression wave. This process is repeated until the plastic front has
ceased to travel
through the material. When the elastic wave meets the plastic wave for
the first time,
the distance moved from the target by the plastic wave is h. At this
point in time the
undeformed length is x, the total length of the rod l=x+h . For the
final state the
undeformed length is defined as X, the final rod length is L , the initial
length of the
1
rod is L, the plastic front speed is v.
Let dt be the time needed for the elastic wave to travel to the rear surfac
e and back to
the plastic wave,

2x

dt= -.

(1.12)

eR

Consider small changes in h, u and x during dt. The plastic wave moves
vdt along the
rod.

(1.13)
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For such a double transit the elastic rear part of the rod is decel
erated, the particle
velocity is decreased by

(1.14)

where PP is the density of the projectile.
Let dx be the element of the rod that passes the elasto-plastic bound
ary during time dt.
Hence we have

2x
dx = -(u+ v)dt = -(u+ v)-.
eR

(1.15)

For a complete analysis of the dynamics, it would be necessary
to have know ledge of
all the intermediate states of the rod. Taylor however had inform
ation prior to and
post impact only. Using some simplifying assumptions, it was
possible to calculate an
approximate value for the dynamic yield strength. Taylor assum
ed that the elastoplastic boundary~ had a constant velocity, v=cpi• throughout the
impact event.
From equations 1.14 and 1.15,
du
dx

.

a yieid

(1.16)

ppx(u + c pi)'

which may be integrated to give

( X)
1 2 +c
1 2
-a ·-vieid ln=-u
u--V
-c V.
PP
L
2
pi
2
pi

(1.17)

When the rod comes to rest, u=O and x=X, giving
0

vieid

PP

1n(X)
L

=

_..!_ V2 _ c V.
2

(1.18)

pi
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Rear rang emen t gives

112 + cp,/v
72
/v

ayield

ppv2

=

m(Yx) .

(1.19)

Assu ming the rear face of the proje ctile dece
lerat es unifo rmly , the time of
deceleration, T, is equal to the length of the plast
ically-deformed section of the rod
divided by the plastic wave speed,

T

= ( LI

-X)

=

cP 1

2(L - L.).
V

(1.20)

So that,

cP 1

~-X

=

V

Substituting in for

a)•ield

pPV

(1.21)

2(L -L)

2

-

cP1

gives,

L-X
1
2(L - L1) ln(L / X)'

(1.22)

which was Tayl or's original expression.
It is difficult to define the elasto-plastic boundary
in the rod from oute r dimensions
alone and the plastic flow may be preceeded by micr
ostructural damage.

Usin g this time for deceleration, T, the average strain
rate in the plastically distorted
portion can be estimated. The change in length, (L-L
1), occu rs over mate rial of initial
length (L-X), hence the strain and thus average strain
rate can be calculated,
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(1.23)

Within the limits of the technique available to him, Taylor did provide a turning point
iiJ. the field of high strain-rate engineering. Taylor's original equation requires several
simplifying assumptions: the elastic stress wave is assumed to be one-dimensional,
the elastic tensile wave is reflected entirely from the plastic front, the projectile is
assumed to be rigid-plastic (i.e. exhibits no elastic behaviour). The projectile/target
interface is assumed to be frictionless and the target is 'rigid'. The latter two
assumptions are better approximated by a 'symmetrical' Taylor impact.
Whiffin (1948) and Taylor (1948b) solved these equations by numerically
determining the plastic wave speed consistent with both theory and observed
deformation, the yield stress can then be determined. A series of correction factors
dependent on impact velocity was found by Whiffin for mild steel cylinders.
Using this formula, Whiffin determined the dynamic yield stress at the elasto-plastic
boundary of various metals for a range of impact velocities, 100 m s- 1 to 900 m s-'.
'

The values were found to be independent of impact velocity so it seemed a fair
estimate of the dynamic yield stress. Typically this was found to be 3 times the static
value for steel. Impacts of velocity greater than

cP 1

were not used; in this regime the

plastic wave would be unable to escape from the interface. A shock wave will stand at
some s-mall distance from the interface, high pressures behind this cause effects such
as material erosion which are not taken into account by Taylor's analysis.
Ignoring radial inertia and considering the material to be rigid-plastic so that there is a
constant stress field in the yielding portion of the projectile, Taylor predicted final
profiles of deformed rods. Material which passes through the elasto-plastic interface
must spread out rapidly in order to conserve volume. When comparing these
predictions with Whiffin's experiments, there was found to be a good match at the
lower velocities but at higher velocities there were large discrepancies. Taylor's
approach was modified, to take account of elastic strain and work-hardening, at his
own suggestion. Analysis for impact velocities above
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cP1

was also produced.

Subsequently this work was extended to take account of projectile mass loss by
erosion (Recht 1978) and the problem was also reanalysed using an energy balance
approach in (Hawkyard 1969).

Vfhen using Taylor's calculation, there are many assumptions made, as discussed
earlier, but also defining the elastoplastic boundary is difficult as the outer dimensions
do not always indicate its position. Early computer simulations (Wilkins and Guinan
1973) showed that the position of the plastic front, which is largely responsible for
decelerating the incoming elastic part, is closer to the rigid boundary than the outward
appearance shows. Parameters in the model were altered iteratively in order to match
the experimentally achieved rod profiles, hence a different, more accurate yield stress
could be determined. Microstructural examination found that plastic flow may also be
preceded by twinning, cracks and compression bands (Carrington and Gayler 1948).
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1.3 Penetration and perforation/ballistic studies
Rod impact and also terminal ballistics, have been popular subjects of research for
many years. More recently there has been a great effort to model these conceptually
simple experiments using hydrocodes. There is therefore a vast literature, both
historical and modern. This section aims to give an overview of the subject and refers
to some major texts which would be an excellent starting point for a more detailed
literature survey.
Inspired by the work of both John Hopkinson (1872a; 1872b) and his son Bernard
Hopkinson (1905; 1914), G. I. Taylor went on to pioneer much in the field of
dynamic material testing. Taylor is of course remembered today for the classic Taylor
impact configuration (Taylor 1948b), he also carried out important research on areas
such as plate perforation.
More recently two excellent books on the terminal ballistics field are (Zukas 1982;
Zukas 1990). Contributors to these books include the most notable scientists in the
field, these include V. Hohler, R. Recht, A.J. Stilp, R. Woodward and J. Zukas. There
--have also been two excellent reviews of the area of penetration mechanics, (Backman

and Goldsmith 1978) and (Corbett et al. 1996). Maudlin, Rosenberg and Anderson
have made important contributions to hydrocode modelling. A useful overview of
hydrocodes is (Anderson Jr. 1987) and its application in ballistic impact is considered
in (Anderson Jr. and Bodner 1988; Camacho and Ortiz 1997).
Many models use Hertz contact theory (Hertz 1882) as a basis for calculating impact
pressures. Such models are however for spherical or cylindrical impactors and targets.
The research presented in this dissertation is entirely flat-ended impactors impact flat
targets. Hertz's theory is therefore not invoked in this research.
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Theory
Consider a long rod impacting end-on against a target, there are three possible
outcomes

(i)

no penetration

(ii)

some penetration but not perforation

(iii)

perforation of target.

The possible penetration processes are illustrated in figure 1.3.1.

Fragmentation

Brittle fracture

Ductile hole growth

Petalling

Plugging

Radial fracture

Figure 1.3.1 Penetration processes (Zukas1990).

The determining factors are impact velocity and angle, material strengths, LID
(length to diameter) ratio of the rod and plate thickness. Each of these three cases is
considered individually below.
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Impacts without penetration
Essentially here we are considering a classic Taylor type impact, the theory of which
was discussed in section 1.2.

Penetration without perforation
Upon impact, first yield occurs beneath the indenter when the pressure exceeds the
yield material of the impacted material. At this point, the plastic zone is small and
displaced material is therefore accommodated by elastic deformation of the remainder
of the target. For a more severe impact, the plastic zone can break out of a free
surface, in this case the displaced material is able to escape by plastic flow to the sides
of the indenter. This occurs at pressures circa three times the yield stress of the target
(Tabor 2000). The pressure beneath the indenter is a function of the ratio of the strain
imposed on the target material to its elastic strain capacity. This can also be expressed
as ayietJE.

When designing armour, it important to be able to predict penetration depth for any
particular impact. Important factors include kinetic energy and momentum per crosssectional area of the projectile. Therefore the alignment of the projectile velocity
vector with respect to the target material is also an important factor. Semi-empirical
approaches to penetration depths can be found in (Backman and Goldsmith 1978;
Backofen Jr. 1980; Zukas 1990).

Aspect ratio (LID) effects have been extensively studied. There is a positive
relationship between this ratio and the penetration ability; there is however a limit to
this. The optimum value of penetration per unit length of projectile is discussed in
(Hohler and Stilp 1987; Herbette 1989; Rosenberg and Dekel 1994; Anderson Jr. et
al. 1996; Rosenberg et al. 1997).

Due to the complicate d nature of penetration mechanics and before computer
simulation s, empirical relations were the best predictions available. This was of
course mainly applicable to situations in which the number of variables being
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correlated was small and also when the prediction was within the range considered in
the available data set. Examples of penetration formulae can be found in (Backofen Jr.
1980). However variables such as crater shape do not feature explicitly in these
formulae. Certain assumptions such as neglecting friction between the penetrator and
crater wall, penetration deformation etc. reduce the accuracy of these expressions.
Obtaining such relations required much data and was hence costly.
Projectile erosion models are given in (Alekseevskii 1966; Tate 1967; Tate 1969),
adapted from previous hydrodynamic theory. Long rod penetration was found to be
somewhat analogous to shaped-charge jet penetration; tube-shaped craters in semiinfinite targets were observed in both types of experiment. Hence the basis of a fluid
jet penetration model, depicted in figure 1.3.2, can be used in the theory of
penetration.

Considering the nearly steady state situation in figure 1.3.2, the rear of the projectile
has constant velocity of V towards the stagnation point at the impact face, the length
of this rear part of the rod is hence decreasing. The stagnation point moves with
constant velocity, U, through the target, from this point material in the rod flows
laterally to form a hollow tube inside the crater. A form of equation, similar to the
familiar Bernoulli equations, can be used though, it must first be modified by use of
additional terms to account for the dynamic strength of the two materials concerned.
Pressure p can therefore be estimated to be
1

2

p = -2p (V - U) +
p

1
2
yp = -21
p u + "t
R .

(1.24)

Where R 1 is the target 'resistance ', YP the projectile yield strength, pP and Pt are the
densities of the projectile and target materials respectively. The yield strengths are
typically taken to be 3 times and 2.5 times the experimentally measured yield strength
for the projectile and target materials respectively (Rosenberg and Dekel1994).
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-----+

V

-----+

u

Figure 1.3.2 Schematic of nearly steady-state situation upon penetration.
Empirical evidence suggests that if the two materials are the same, R, =3 YP. The
critical impact velocity, Vc,;11 , below which no penetration, occurs at U=O and R,> Yp,
and is equal to

1-;,.;,

~

l(R, -

Y,) .

(1.25)

pp

The onset of erosion is at impact velocity,

2(~V::rit 2 =

R,)

(1.26)

Pr

here R,<Yv

Penetration can be assumed to have finished when either the rod has been completely
eroded or decelerated. The penetration depth, P, is therefore U multiplied by the time
period, at high velocities where the flow stress is significantly larger than the strength
of the material, the normalised penetration is given by

(1.27)
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A non-dimensional parameter, pV2/Y, was suggested to compare impacts (Johnson
1972) to indicate the regime of material behaviour encountered in an impact. This
parameter applies only for impacts between identical materials. Modifications for
2
impacts between different materials gives pV /(R 1-YP), this is only accurate for

.

materials whose yield strengths are well known. This cannot be applied to materials,
such as copper, that undergo work hardening during impact.

This model however, is not so accurate when the length to diameter ratio is not
around 10:1. The depths of penetration predicted have discrepancies of up to 50 %.
This discrepancy is discussed in terms of material parameters in (Rosenberg and
Dekel1994).

Perforation
When penetrating a plate of finite thickness, the deformation can spread to include the
rear surface or even perforation. At this stage, there are boundary effects and wave
reflections to consider. If perforation just occurs, then the impact velocity causing this
is called the 'ballistic limit'.

There are a number of important failure mechanisms. These are ductile hole
enlargement, plugging, bulging and effects such as spallation (similar to that
discussed earlier with respect to plate impact), petalling and other forms of fracture,
figure 1.3.1.

In 1948, Taylor considered the process of making a circular hole in a flat sheet with a
conical headed bullet (Taylor 1948b). This ductile hole enlargement process can leave
crater walls on the exit face , an unsymmetrical deformation, or on both exit and
entrance faces, a symmetrical deformation. These crater walls are formed because the
outward radial pressure cimses the material to accumulate around the hole. Tay lor
considered the principal stresses involved in this plastic deformation and concluded
that 2.66 times more work is required to produce the symmetrical mode than the
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unsymmetrical. Most materials show the latter, but the former

IS

certainly

advantageous when trying to resist perforation in armour systems.

Another prevalent perforation mechanism in finite plates is that of plug formation.

.

This was analysed in three separate stages by (Awerbuch and Bodner 1974a). Firstly,
there is a compressive stage in which material in the plate that is in contact with the
projectile is accelerated. There are therefore both inertial forces and compressive
forces on the projectile head. Second, the target material begins to shear and a plug is
formed. This shearing force is due to the relative motion of target material that is
being accelerated by the projectile and that which is not. This stage ends when the
whole plug is travelling at the same velocity as the projectile. Finally, during the third
stage the plug and projectile are moving as a rigid body, there is a shearing force
along the length of the plug. There is also some frictional heating between the
projectile and target material; this is neglected as the effect is localised. There can be
local melting as there is little time for the heat to be dissipated.

In (Awerbuch and Bodner 1974a), these three stages are used to create a plugging
model that predicts residual projectile velocities, force-time histories and contact
times. The three stages are illustrated in figure 1.3.3. These were shown to agree well
with experimental results in a subsequent paper (Awerbuch and Bodner 1974b). There
are however, some problems with their model, it does not take account of plate
bulging, dishing and stretching which commonly occur during the plugging process.
A number of papers modify the model to take account of this (Jones 1968; Wilkins
1978). However, none takes account of simultaneous deformation in target and
projectile or more complicated flow patterns. Hydrocode modelling may well
therefore be more useful than even some of the more complicated analytical models.

As expected, the penetration behaviour of a flat-faced right-ended cylinder is very
different to that of a shaped nose or hemi-spherical end. Flat-faced projectiles tend to
produce plugging failure (Goldsmith 1985). Other factors affecting impact behaviour
include impact velocity, target thickness, obliquity, projectile yaw and target
properties such as tendency to form shear bands. One method often employed in
armour systems in order to improve ballistic performance is the use of multi-layered
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systems. A hard facing material, for example a hard steel, would be used to break up
the projectile and this can be backed with a more ductile layer that can absorb the
kinetic energy of the fragments. The relative hardness of the projectile and target is
very important. Alumina ceramics are harder than steel and can break up steel
projectiles. However, tungsten carbide is harder than alumina and can only be
"defeated" by harder ceramics such as silicon carbide or boron nitride; see (Field
1988). Ceramics are often used as a facing material as they are not only hard but they
erode the projectile as it passes through. The advantages of ceramics include the fact
that small tiles that have been damaged are easily replaced and transparent tiles can be
incorporated into an armoured vehicle to be used as windows. It is thought that the
harder the facing layer is, the better the ballistic resistance, however there is no simple
relationship between the two.

lol
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(( l ENO OF SECOND STAGE

Figure 1.3.3 The three stages

if plugging

ldl THIRO

$TA.GE

as described in (Awerbuch and Bodner

1974a).

Layered systems have proved to be even more valuable than simply being a way to
combine the properties of more than one material; when the layers are in contact they
resist penetration more than a monolithic beam of equivalent weight. These multi-
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layered systems have been researched by many including (Marom and Bodner 1979)
who looked at aluminium systems and (Corran et al. 1983) who worked with steel
systems. The latter, observing that instead of the response of the plates being
dominated by bending and shearing changed to one dominated by stretching or
bulging.

Adding gaps between the layers however decreases ballistic performance. This
introduces the whole concept of "spaced" armours. Here enough space has to be left
between layers for the projectile to either break up or tumble. Hence they are much
less effective as a penetrator. Precise detail on these spaced armours is classified and
is therefore not discussed here.

Of course, both strain rate and lateral constraint are both extremely important in
layered systems. Consider the example of steel: as the strain rate is increased from

w- to
6

103 s- 1' the yield stress and ultimate tensile strength increase dramatically by

170 % and 40 %respectively (Manjoine 1944). Constraint can increase the yield
strength by a factor of three in the case of quasi-static metal punches (Tabor 2000).

Experimental techniques

Parameters which are commonly measured during ballistic experiments include:

(i)

Velocity and path of projectile both prior to impact, this can be calculated
from a series of measured transit times.

(ii)

Velocity and path of projectile post impact. High-speed photography or
flash radiography may be used for this, if thes.e techniques are not
available then yaw cards can be used. These are plastic or paper cards,
which are thin enough not to affect the velocity of the projectile, are
placed at intervals over the anticipated path of the trajectory. Perforation
shape allows flight orientation to be deduced.
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(iii)

Masses, velocity and path of fragments created by the impact event, highspeed photography or flash radiography can be used to visualise path and
measure the velocity. The masses can be measured by soft recovery of
debris . When collecting debris it is important to reduce their velocity postimpact without causing further damage to them ie. by soft recovery or
even better by using momentum traps; see the classic work of (Hopkinson
1914) and (Sun 1991) for a more recent use. Post-mortem measurements
can be carried out on the projectile, target and metallurgical examination
can also be used. Hence both macroscopic and microscopic change can be
taken into account when developing models.

(iv)

Velocity of target post-impact can be determined by use of high-speed
photography or flash radiography.

(v)

Hole size and mass loss to target can be determined by soft recovery of the
debris. Note that hole size during and post-impact can be different as
residual stresses relax.

(vi)

Shape and dimensions of recovered projectile which are measured by
recovery of debris.

(vii)

Stress and strain during the impact event can be measured by using reverse
ballistic experiments in order to avoid the difficulties of firing an
instrumented rod. In a reverse ballistic experiment, the plate is fired at a
stationary rod. The plate is limited in dimension to that of the barrel of the
gun and the mass of the flyer is limited by the performance of the gun.

(viii)

The ballistic limit is often quoted, this is usually the impact velocity at
which a 50 % probability of perforation of the target.

(ix)

Microscopic change during impact can be monitored by use of optical
microscopy, SEM, TEM, hardness, X-ray diffraction pre and post-impact.
However, this is very time consuming
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1.4 Conclusion
Studying both the shock and ballistic properties of a material leads to an
understanding of behaviour across a wide range of strain rates. Shock experiments
provide a simple geometry in which to study material response to high stress and high
strain rates. These provide1 well-defined input parameters for models. These models
can then be extended to more complex situations, such as those encountered in
ballistics experiments. These provide an opportunity to study three dimensional
problems, in order to model these accurately however, the parameters have to be
determined accurately. The Taylor tests provide lower strain rate regimes in which to
gain data. By studying a variety of strain rates, modellers can predict material
behaviour in all types of situations.
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Chapter 2
Materials
2.1 Bainitic steels
Discovery of bainite
Edgar C. Bain, pictured in figure 2.1.1, was a pioneer in the study of transformations
in steels. During his career, which spanned 35-40 years, he carried out a great deal of
important work in the field. It was in the 1920s and 1930s that he carried out a large
proportion of his most significant work including research on solid solutions and
transformation mechanisms between face-centred-cubic (fee) austenite and bodycentred-cubic (bee) or body-centred-tetragonal (bet) martensite (Bain 1972; Bain
1975). Up to this time, research had been performed under continuous cooling
conditions. This inevitably lead to complicated microstructures which probably
included some bainite.

Figure 2.1.1 Edgar C. Bain (Bain 1975).
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During the late 1920s, Bain teamed up with E. C. Davenport, at the Kearny Research
Laboratory of the U.S. Steel Corporation, to form one of the first teams to use
isothermal heat treatments. In 1930, just above the martensite start temperature, Ms,
see figure 2.1.2, a "dark etching aggregate" was observed and named martensitetroosite. They also identified 'high range' martensite-troosite which formed at a
higher temperature. These forms of steel were found to be as hard as martensite but
significantly tougher; hence the scientific interest.

In 1934, research staff at the Kearny Lab named the newly discovered microstructure
' Bainite' but initially the name was rarely used due to Bain's modesty. It wasn't until
the late 1930s that the labels upper and lower bainite started to be used in scientific
writing.

What are bainitic steels?
Bainite is a non-lamellar mixture of cementite and fine plates of ferrite. In some
cases, it can give the alloy useful properties. The free energy change driving the fee
austenite to transform into bee ferrite increases at large undercoolings. Once the
temperature is lower than the bainite start temperature, B5 , upper bainite can form.
Ferrite plates grow into the austenite, the carbon is forced out, hence carbides nucleate
between the ferrite plates. Figure 2.1.3 gives a schematic diagram for the formation of
both upper and lower bainitic microstructures.
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Figure 2.1.2 Schematic form of a Time- Temperature- Transformation (TTT) diagram
for steel (Bhadeshia 2001).
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easily be
The temper ature below which bainitic transformations, B 5 , take place, can
estimated if the composition of the steel is known (Olson et al. 1989).
(2.1)

where w, is the weight per cent of elemen t x.
ferrite
At temperatures just above the martensite start temperature, M 5 , well-defined
Both the
plates, which are crystallographically oriented to the austenite matrix, form.
by a
matrix and the plates contain a dispers ion of fine carbide s. Bainite forms
using
crystallographic shear mechanism (Cottrell 1995). Lower bainite can be formed
the lower cooling path, labelled L, in figure 2.1.2.
d U,
In order to form upper bainite, a cooling path such as the upper one, labelle
d by
shown in figure 2.1.2 is necessary. To form either bainite, a rapid quench followe
and
an isothermal hold are required. Slow cooling would lead to the pearlite region
and
the resultin g micr.9structure would be interpe netratin g single crystals of ferrite
on crosscement ite with iron carbide, appear ing as an alternating lamella r structure
which is
section s. Fast coolin g would result in a marten sitic structu re
characteristically made up of laths or plates.
separated
Both upper and lower bainite consist of sheaves of plates of ferrite usually
martensite
by untransformed austenite, although the plates could also be separated by
ions
or cementite. Within a sheaf, the ferrite plates are interconnected in three dimens
ferrite
and hence have a commo n crystallographic orientation. On formation of these
te, hence
plates, there needs to be elastic accomm odation of the surroun ding austeni
Plate size
the yield strength has a large effect on the shape deformation in the plates.
. At high
is also related to the thermo dynam ic driving force for the phase change
temperatures, recovery of the austenite may lead to coarsening of the plates.
tion of
The principal differe nce betwee n the upper and lower bainite is the distribu
carbides
carbide precipitates. In upper bainite, the ferrite is free from precipitates, the
, finer
precipitate from the austenite, which is enriched in carbon. In the lower bainite
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plate-like carbides exist in the ferrite plates. The dislocation density of bainitic ferrite
increases as the transformation temperature is reduced (Bhadeshia 2001), hence the
lower bainite ferrite will have the higher dislocation density and hence may be
stronger.

Pressure induced phase transformations

At high pressures, a third phase, £-iron which is hexagonal close-packed can be
obtained (Barker and Hollenbach 1974). This transition causes a change in specific
volume of the material and hence the phase transition can be monitored by measuring
the pressure. In this research, this phase is only expected to exist during impact and is
unlikely to be observa ble post-im pact, though some change in the recover ed
microstructure may be found.
Such a phase transition is martensitic: it must occur without diffusion given the rapid
propagation of the transformation front through the material under shock conditions.
Because of the glissile nature of the front it can travel at up to the speed of sound in
the metal (Honey combe and Bhades hia 1995). The interfac e structur e can be
described in terms of dislocations, for a martensitic transformation it must not be
necessary for any of these dislocations to climb as the interface moves. To ensure a
glissile (mobile) interface, the Burgers vector of the dislocations on the interface must
not lie in the plane of the interface itself (with the exception of screw dislocations).
When there is more than one set of dislocations, with different Burgers vectors, in the
interface, the interface can be rendered sessile. Hence across the interface there must
be perfect fit along one line. A martensitic tranformation can therefore only occur if
one line can be preserved without either distortion or rotation. This is known as
invariant-line strain. The phase transformation being conside red in this research
involves a dilation of circa 4%. This must be accommodated within the material
without violating the invariant-line strain condition.
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Bainite studied in this research

The two materials considered in this research are chosen to be examples of an upper
bainite and a so-called lower-temperature bainite. The later having undergone a heattreatment similar to that labeled L in the figure 2.1. However a lower bainitic
structure did not result; the carbide formation having been inhibited by the silicon

.

content of the matetial. These were of interest as potential armour materials and were
provided by QinetiQ, Fort Halstead . Using physical models solely (phase
transformation theory), novel high strength bainitic steels were designed (Caballero et
al. 2001 a; Caballero et al. 200 1b; Caballero et al. 2002) a voiding the need for
extensive, expensive experimental work. A table of the physical properties can be
found in chapter 4.
The lower temperature bainite had a composition of 0.8 wt. % carbon, 1.6 wt. %
silicon, 2 wt. % manganese, 1.4 wt. % chromium, 0.25 wt. % molybdenum, the
balance being iron. This was nomalised at 900

oc for 1 hour and then held at 190 oc

for 2 weeks.
The upper bainite had a composition of 0.4 wt. % carbon, 1.5 wt. % silicon, 1 wt. %
manganese, 2 wt. o/o chromium, 0.5 wt. % molybdenum, the balance being iron. This
was nomalised at 900

oc for 1 hour and then held at 300 oc for 256 minutes.
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.
2.2 Tungsten alloys
The word tungsten is derived from the Swedish words tung and sten, which translate
as heavy and stone respectively. Medieval german tin smelters found tin ores that
contained tungsten had a greatly reduced yield. It was said the tungsten devoured the
tin "like a wolf', tungsten therefore could have acquired its alternative name,
wolfram, and hence its chemical symbol, W, may be as a result of this. However it is
more probable that it was named after Peter Woulfe who examined the mineral now
known as wolframite in 1779 and concluded it must contain a new substance.
Tungsten has become an essential material for a wide variety of applications due to its
high melting point, 1650 °C, which is the highest melting point of all metals, its high
density and low vapour pressure. At low temperatures, it has excellent corrosion
resistance but at elevated temperatures it must be protected in order to prevent
oxidation.
Tungsten and its alloys are used extensively for filaments and electric lamps, X-ray
targets,

windings~

and heating elements for furnaces, many high-speed tool steels

contain tungsten, radiation shields, mining equipment eg. boring bars, weights and
counter-balances and environmentally friendly ammunition.
Generally, tungsten based materials are made by two routes. The first using tungsten
as a filler in high-density polymer/metal compounds which look and feel like and can
often be used to replace metallic components. Such parts may be injection-molded
and can therefore be intricate and also economical.
The second route is to use tungsten as a raw material for powder metallurgy. Tungsten
is often alloyed with nickel, copper and iron by powder processing. Powder is
compacted into the desired shape by die pressing, isostatic pressing, extrusion,
injection moulding or slip casting. The resulting porous shape, known as the 'green'
body, is then densified by application of heat and often pressure. These alloys can
then be machined by conventional methods such as turning, milling, grinding,
polishing, drilling and tapping.
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Unfortunately components made by powder metallurgy, have a large scatter in their
tensile strength, apparently identical parts may have different strengths as they can
contain flaws of different sizes. These flaws may well be as a result of agglomerates
in the original powder. The particles stick together in order to reduce their surface
energy, this leads to a non-uniform initial density in the 'green' body. When
densification occurs, the zones of lower initial density will shrink more than the
surrounding material leaving voids and the zones of higher initial density , the
agglomerates, will shrink less and cause cracking in surrounding material. The size
and number of agglomerated can be reduced by pre-processing such as ball-milling.

Tungsten based alloys, made by powder metallurgy routes, are often used as
penetrators due to their high density and strength. By addition of other elements,
ductility can be improved at the expense of strength, alloys with around 91 %
tungsten have been found to be a good compromise (Satapathy et al. 1999).

The two materials were investigated in this work were Densimet 176 FNC tungsten
alloy and SAC tungsten alloy. Both of which were supplied by QinetiQ, Fort
Halstead. The rod dimensions, length 55 mm and diameter 5.5 mm, and the
composition, 92 wt. % bee W particles, diameter circa 20 Jl.m, 5 wt. % Ni, 1.5 wt. %
Fe and 1.5 wt. % Co matrix, were identical in both cases. Refer to table 2.2.1 for the
physical properties of the two materials.
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_l_lo--"y:.__ FNC Tungsten Alloy
te_n_A
::_u_n~g<-s_
C_T
::....:....::
~A
---;;--------S
Property
3
17750
17560
Density, p, (± 20 kg m- )
366
366
Young's modulus, E, (± 2 GPa)
142.2
142.6
Shear modulus, fA, (± 0.4 GPa)
287
283
Bulk modulus, K, (± 1 GPa)
0.287
0.284
Poisson's ratio, n, (± 0.006)
1
5180
5190
Longitudinal sound speed, c1,(± 5 m s- )
2830
2850
Transverse sound speed, cs, (± 5 m s-1)
4020
4010
Bulk sound speed, c0 , (± 10 m s- 1)
1
4540
4570
)
sm
20
(±
eR,
rod,
a
in
Sound speed

Table 2.2.1 Physical properties of SAC and FNC tungsten alloys. Data were
measured in the Cavendish Laboratory as part of this investigation.
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2.3 Rolled Homogeneous Armour Steel (RHA)
Supplied by DERA (now QinietiQ) Fort Halstead. It is currently in use as an armour
steel for vehicles, the lower temperature bainite discussed in section 2.1 is a possible
replacement for it. Refer to table 2.3.1 for the physical properties. This alloy can have

h~dness of 240 HVlO to 380 HVlO.

Property
Density, p, (± 5 kg m- 3)

7824

Young's modulus, E, (± 1 GPa)

211

Shear modulus, Jl, (± 0.2 GPa)

82.1

Bulk modulus, K, (± 0.6 GPa)

163.4

Poisson's ratio, n, (± 0.006)

0.285

Longitudinal sound speed, c1,(± 5 m s-')

5905

Transverse sound speed, cs, (± 5 m s-')

3239

Bulk sound speed, c0 , (± 10 m s- 1)

4570

Table 2.3.1 Physical properties of RHA. Data taken from (Forde 2000).
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Chapter 3
Experimental techniques
3.1 Determination of static properties
The longitudinal sound speed, c1, of a material can be used as a first estimate of the
•
shock velocity (refer to section 1.1). It is therefore possible to construct a distancetime, x-t (figure 3.1.1), diagram before undertaking an experiment. This is especially
important when considering the lateral releases which ultimately limit the timescale of
the experiment. In this work sound speeds in the steel were measured ultra-sonically.

(])

E

·;:;

target

impactor

ret~

distance

Figure 3.1.1 An example x-t diagram. The gradient of a line is inversely proportional
to the velocity.

Measurement of sound speed

Longitudinal sound speeds were measured using a Panametrics Videoscan 5 MHz
transducer, which incorporates a z-cut piezo-electric quartz crystal as the active
element. Silicone grease is the coupling agent for longitudinal sound speed
measurements. The pulse generator/receiver (Panametrics 5052PR) is connected to
the transducer which when placed on the sample sends a · sound wave into the
specimen. A current is induced in the transducer that is monitored using a Tektronix
TDS 460 digital storage oscilloscope. A series of reflections is displayed, figure 3.1.2
and using their average spacing, .1t, and considering the thickness of the flat, parallelsided sample the longitudinal sound speed can be calculated. Similarly the shear wave
speed can be determined using 2.25 MHz Panametrics Videoscan transducers and a
more viscous coupling agent such as boiled treacle.
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Voltage

Figure 3.1.2 Typical trace of reflections recorded during measurement of sound
speed of a material.

The bulk wave speed can then be calculated.

(3.1)

where c1 is the longitudinal sound speed and cs is the shear wave speed.

Poisson' s ratio, v, can also be found.

V=

cI2 - 2cs2
2
2
2(c1 - c,)

(3 .2)

•

Note, from these measurements it is also possible to calculate the shear modulus, Jl,

2

(3.3)

,u =pes,

the bulk modulus, K,

(3.4)

and the Young's modulus, E,
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E= 9pK

(3.5)

f1+3K
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3.2 The Cambridge impact facility
All the Hugoniot and lateral stress experiments were carried out using the single stage
gas gun in the Cavendish Laboratory (figure 3.2.1).

Figure 3.2.1 Plate impact facility at Cavendish Laboratory.

A flyer plate is attached to the sabot using three counter-sunk screws. The projectile is
placed

i~

the barrel and a breech-block secured in place. The projectile is held against

the breech-block by a vacuum produced by pumping out the air behind the projectile.
There are two "o" rings on the sabot, in this set-up the body and the "o" rings block
the exits of the two reservoirs. This arrangement is known as a "wrap-around" breech.
The reservoirs are filled with propellant gas using pressurised cylinders and
compressors operating up to 350 bar. When using helium as a propelling gas,
1
velocities of up to 1.2 km s- can be achieved. By altering the impact speed and the

material of the flyer plate, the impact stress can be varied.
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The gun is fired by the rotation of a solenoid which breaks the vacuum behind the
projectile causing it to move forward, clearing the reservoir exits, it is then propelled
down the barrel. The barrel is 5 m long and of 50 mm bore ± 25 f-tm.

Projectile velocity is measured to an accuracy of± 0.5% by means of four pairs of
pins' which are positioned at accurately known distances before the target. As the
conductive flyer passes a pair of these pins, it completes a circuit giving a shorting
signal which is recorded on an oscilloscope. Hence the velocity can be calculated.
Graphite pins, diameter 0.3 mm, are used to measure velocities below 600 m s-' and
brass pins for higher velocities.
Stress levels are measured in the sample with Manganin gauges (refer to section 3.3).

Lateral Release

So far only infinite planar waves which result in uni-axial strain have been considered
in the theoretical discussion. However, the diameter of the projectile is determined by
the bore of the barrel so infinite waves cannot be generated. Lateral release waves are
generated at the edge of the projectile in which a tri-axial strain state exists. In this
region the assumptions used in the derivation of the shock relations are no longer
valid, hence the time "window" for 1-d data is limited. The timescale depends on the
time taken for a wave to traverse from the edge to the centre. The soundspeed,

Cu

can

be used to estimate this, ie. 25 mm divided by the sound speed gives 5-10 flS total
time for most materials.
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Target

Tri-axial strain

Flyer plate ---+--

Figure 3.2.2 Region in which uni-a:xial strain is reduced by lateral stress release
waves to a tri-a:xial strain state.

It is important to consider these lateral release waves when deciding where to place
the gauges, only measurements made in the uni-axial system are relevant. Lateral
release waves are also generated at the rear surface of the impactor, once these reach
the gauge the stress is released.

Sample Alignment and Flatness

Misalignment is inevitable with real materials and current engineering techniques,
hence a perfectly flat, perpendicular impact is impossible to achieve.

Consider an impact with a misalignment of 8 and impact velocity V;, the contact
velocity Vc can be found by the equation

V
c

=

.....:!:L_"" V;
sine

(3.6)

e.

Shock waves are created when the contact velocity is greater than the shock velocity.
In order that stress measurements are relevant the shock wave needs to be as close to
perpendicular as possible. The angle of the shock wave away from perpendicular, <j>,
can be found given the velocity of the contact angle must be the same in both
materials.
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U,~k
Figure 3.2.3 Shock wavelets initiate at a contact point which moves at Vc,
propagating at Us giving the angle off perpendicular as cp.

By simple trigonometry, refer to figure 3.2.3, it found that

us

A.
tan'+'=-.
VC

(3.7)

Taking the misalignment to be small, substituting in (3.6)

(3.8)

The shock angle is given by the ratio of impact to shock velocity multiplied by the
misalignment angle. The tolerances achieved in this work were no worse than a
1
milliradian. Considering an impact velocity of 400 m s- on copper, the shock velocity
1
would be around 4500 m s- , hence the original misalignment would be multiplied by

11.

For a well-aligned shot, the sample, mounting, mounting ring, sample plate and flyer
plate need to be flat and well aligned.

Once the projectile is assembled, it is held in a lathe and the flier plate is faced to be
perpendicular to the rotation axis of the sabot.
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Experimental Set-Up

Velocity
IllS

ple plate

L---1.
barr-el_

______.JI
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\
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Sabotl

I

nng

Figure 3.2.4 Experimental set-up for plate impact experiment (not to scale) .

The sample plate is aligned to an accuracy of 0.1 f..tm by use of a dial gauge and a plug
which is inserted in the end of the barrel for each experiment.

The mounting ring is machined flat and parallel to better than 10 f..tm over its 14 cm
diameter. The central hole of the ring is diameter 6 cm which allows the projectile to
pass through after the impact. The ring is lightly pressed into place on the sample
plate, figure 3.2.4. The target is fixed to the ring using metal filled epoxy, which has
good adhesion and minimal expansion on setting; care is taken not to get adhesive
betweeri the target and mounting ring.

At impact the sabot is partially in the barrel so ensuring that there is no yaw due to
gravity acting on the projectile.
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3.3 Stress measurements

Manganin piezo-resistive stress gauges were used to measure both lateral and
longitudinal stresses in the sample during the impact. Manganin is an alloy of
84 wt. % Cu, 12 wt. % Mn and 4 wt. % Ni. Typically the resistance changes by about

.

2.5 wt. % for 1 GPa pressure change and the resistance is temperature independent.
The gauges are commercially available, reproducibly manufactured and of welldefined response (Rosenberg et al. 1980; Rosenberg and Partom 1985; Rosenberg and
Partom 1985). Any hysteresis or non-linearity of the manganin curves has been taken
into account whilst also avoiding discrepancies due to configuration and composition.

The gauges used in this work were manufactured by Micro Measurement.
Longitudinal stress was measured using fully epoxy encapsulated, LM-SS-21FD-050
gauges with a resistance of 51.4 Q ± 0.5 % and an area of 36 mm2 • Lateral stress
measurements were made with J2M-SS-580SF-025 gauges which have a resistance of
25.0 Q

±

2.0% (figure 3.3.1).

Encapsulated
Longitudinal
Stress Gauge
6.0 mm

Encapsulated 'T' Gauge

15 mm
Active Width = 240 1-1m

Figure 3.3.1 The encapsulated longitudinal and lateral (T) stress gauges.

The gauge is incorporated in a Wheatstone bridge circuit as shown in figure 3.4.3. A
power supply is used to discharge a 100 V, 2 A, 100 !-!S "square topped" pulse through
the gauge. The decay constant of the voltage across the supply's capacitor is a
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function of the product of the capacitance and the resistance. During the pulse, a
measurable decay occurs which has to be taken account of. The circuit is balanced
using the variable resistor so that after 50 f-LS the measured voltage is zero. The delay
generator is set so that the loading of the gauge occurs at this time. Before each
experiment, the gauges are calibrated by putting a series of known resistances in
series and measuring the voltage output of the supply.

The initial resistance of the gauge was measured using a standard multimeter,
accurate to± 0.1

Q,

about± 0.2% of the gauge resistance. A TDS Tektronix 540

oscilloscope (500 MHz) was used to measure the voltage time history of the
experiments. The output is sampled at 8 ns point to point. Using the calibration data
the data are converted to a resistance time history. These data are then converted to a
stress-time history using the pressure,

~R/R 0

relationship discussed in (Rosenberg et

al. 1980). The accuracy of this calibration is found to be better than 2 %.
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3.4 Strain Measurements
There are two basic types of strain gauges namely foil and semi-conductor. Foil strain
gauges offer a large linear range, up to 5 % strain. They are relatively insensitive
compared to semiconductor gauges which offer a hundred times greater sensitivity but
a low range, tending to break at::::: 0.2 % strain.

Considering a foil type strain gauge as a conductor of length l. The resistance, R, of
this wire is equal to

(3.9)

where p' is the resistivity of the material, r is the radius of the wire and A is the crosssectional area of the wire. Taking logs gives

log R

=

log p' +log l - 2log r + C,

(3.10)

where C is a constant. Considering a small change in length gives

dR
R

=

dp' + dl _ dr .
2
r
l
p'

(3.11)

Experimentally, we know

dp'

p'

=

k' dV
V

(3 .12)

for metals k' is approximately 1, where V is equal to the volume of the wire.
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Therefore,

dpl

-

p

1

dl
dr
dl
k [- + 2 - ] = k [1 - 2n]-.
l
r
l
I

=

I

(3.13)

SQ,

dR
dl
- =2k1 - = GE ""2c
R
l
'

(3.14)

where G is the gauge factor, which is approximately 2 for metals and

E

is the

fractional normal strain.

The strain gauges used were EA-06-031CF-120 (Micromeasurements, Basingstoke)
consisting of a foil of constantan. They have a 0.03 mm flexible polyimide backing
for the sensor elements which are arranged in a rectangle, 1.5 x 1.0 mm. The strain is
measured along the 1.0 mm axis (refer to figure 3.4.1). The initial resistance is 120

Q,

the gauge factor is 2.01 with a linear range up to 3 %. Outside of the 3 % limit, the
gauge becomes increasingly less sensitive but can work effectively up to"" 10 %.

....

1.5mm

...
Axis of Strain
Measurement

Figure 3.4.1 The geometry of Micromeasurements EA-06-0JJCF-120 strain gauge.

Mounting

The gauges have brass legs soldered to them using a low melting point solder (Micro
Measurements 361A-20R-25). A piece of Mylar, 25 Jlm thick, glued to the legs to
prevent shorting against the rod. This Mylar did not lie between the sensing elements
and the rod in any way. The gauge was then ready to be fitted to the rod.
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The gauges were mounted onto the surface of the 5.5 mm diameter rod using the
clamping device shown in figure 3.4.2. An epoxy (Epoxy-patch, Hysol Engineering
Co., Seabrook, New Hampshire) was used to attach the gauge to the rod surface. This
epoxy was chosen due to the low heat developed during its setting and also its strong
adherence to both the rod and the gauge. One of the main problems in mounting of
any strain gauge is the adhesive, which must give strong adhesion but not provide
extra rigidity to the sample! If too weak a material is used, for example, it will tend to
deform elastically under the applied stress, thus shielding the gauge from the sample
surface movement and giving a lower response out of the gauge.

bolts

\

/

I

5.5mm
diameter

Figure 3.4.2 Block used in gauge mounting.

After being left to set for 24 hours, the gauge was then ready for use. Light wires were
attached to the brass shims and these connected to BNC cables.

Electrical Measurement System Used
The gauges were powered by a constant current supply, provided by a Dynasen CK250/0.050-300, and the measuring circuit is shown below in figure 3.4.3. The supply is
set to minimum ringing if the sensor element is set to 50
resistance of 82

Q

Q,

for this reason a parallel

was introduced. This results in an electrical response time of the
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order of 10 ns for the system. However, the gauge has a length of 1 mm, in the
direction of measurement, implying the mechanical response time is ::::: 4 JlS, if the
sound speed in the tungsten is::::: 4.0 mm JlS- 1•

OSCILLOSCOPE

0
CONSTANT CURRENT
SUPPLY
=-

Earth near gauge to reduce noise

Figure 3.4.3 Electrical circuit used.

The oscilloscope channels were set to 50

Q

termination matching the power supply

termination and reducing ringing at high frequencies on the time scale of the
experiment.

Analysis

Equation (3.14)

in~icates

that a 1 %strain produces a 2% (or strictly 2.01 %, ie.

gauge factor, G

= 2.01)

change in resistance. The initial resistance of a gauge is

120

Q,

if the output of the power supply to resistance change is known then the strain

can be easily calculated.
Before the experiment, the initial gauge resistance, R Gauce' and the fixed value of the
parallel resistor were recorded. The output voltage response to different in-line
resistances placed in series with the gauge. These are fitted with a second order
2
polynomial passing through the origin as Rmeas=a V +b V. The resistance versus voltage

curve needs only to be fitted up to the maximum voltage attained by the gauge during
the experiment.
The change in the total gauge and shunt resistance can be calculated using the
calibration data. The second step takes the simple parallel resistance formula as
shown in equation (3.15) and rearranges it to give the gauge resistance.
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1

1

1

--=-+-Rmeas
82 RGauge

(3.15)

The third step calculates the percentage change in the gauge resistance, divides this by
2.01, the gauge factor, and gives the total strain experienced by the gauge.

Compression reduces the gauge resistance and so is called negative strain while
tension tends to increase the resistance and so is called positive strain.
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3.5 VISAR (Velocity Interferometer System for Any Reflector)

The particle velocity-time history of a specularly reflecting surface during an impact
can be determined using VISAR (Barker and Hollenbach 1965). It is important that
the surface is not polished to an optical finish because such a finish is unlikely to be
•
preserved at high stress, this unfortunately means that the reflected laser light is
spatially incoherent. This technique was developed by Barker and Hollenbach (1972)
in the late 60's and early 70's.

The reflected laser light is captured and split into two beams, one of which is passed
through a glass cylinder known as an "etalon". Because the refractive index of glass is
larger than that of air, the light in this beam is slowed down and delayed with respect
to the other beam which passes through air. This set-up is a Wide-Angled Michelson
Interferometer (W AMI). If the target is stationary, the interference pattern will not
change with time when the two beams are recombined. For an accelerating target,
however, the reflected beam will be doppler shifted, due to this change in frequency,
there is a beat frequency when the two beams are recombined. Changes in velocity
can be measured by recording this interference. The time delay is dependent on the
"etalon" length, so it is possible to adjust the system to ensure that an appropriate
amount of acceleration per beat (fringe) is obtained.

A change in velocity 11 v at the rear can be related to the change in stress by

11a = pcl1v

(3.16)

2 '
where p is the density of the material and c is the elastic wave speed.

The time resolution of the VISAR data is 2 ns and the noise on the photo-multiplier
produces an error of± 5 %. A duplex fibre-optic is mounted in a plastic holder close
( < 10 mm) behind the target with one fibre to supply the incident light and the other to

collect the reflected light. The movement of the target towards the fibre-optic changes
the intensity of the collected light. This is compensated for by the system which has
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an internal measure of the intensity independent of the two interfering beams.
Eventually when the target-fibre distance is about 3 mm, accurate measurement is no
longer possible. However by this point the sample is no longer under shock loading.
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3.6 High-speed photography
The Ultranac FS501 was used in conjunction with a Bowen 400 E Monolite flash. The
flash is a professional photographic type. It takes 100 JlS to illuminate fully after
triggering and maintains a fairly constant light level for about 500 JlS. In these
experiments, the illumination was diffuse and the images back-lit. The diffuser
consists of a variable number of sheets of tracing paper.

The camera is an image converter type capable of operating at framing rates of up to
twenty million frames per second. Twenty-four frames may be recorded and each can
be individually programmed in terms of exposure and inter-frame times. The images
are captured using Kodak 667 film, which is pressed against a phosphorescent fibreoptic plate when the camera is operating. The images are on a raster in order to
minimise the distance the electron beam carrying the image has to move and this
results in the images needing to be read in a zigzag fashion as shown in figure 3.6.1.
In this research, either 24 frames were taken at 4 JlS intervals or 12 frames were taken
at 10 JlS intervals.
TRIGGER

OFF

-

L

2nd Frame

1st Frame

TIME

1

6

7

12

13

18

19

24

2

5

8

11

14

17

20

23

3

4

9

10

15

16

21

22

Figure 3.6.1 Schematzc of high-speed record of Ultranac FS501 and illustration of
exposure and interframe times.
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3. 7 The small gas gun

For classic Taylor impacts studies the set-up is shown in figure 3.7.1 was used. The
firing vessel can be filled with either helium or nitrogen to the required pressure for
the shot, and when the gun is fired fast-acting valves open and propel the projectile .

.

The impact chamber and barrel are evacuated to 100 mbar prior to the firing.
Projectiles of a few grams can be fired at velocities of up to 1.4 km s-'.

The velocity of the projectile is measured by use of a velocitometer. This consists of
two low power laser diodes the output of which can be fed into either a specially
constructed timer or into an oscilloscope. During the shot the projectile cuts these
light beams, which are a known distance apart. The velocity can then be calculated to
an accuracy of± 1 m s-' using a counter timer.

The output of the timer can be sent to a Multi-Channel Delay Generator the output of
which can be used to trigger the diagnostics, (photography or gauges etc.) as required.

Pressure Gauge

Impact
Ctiamber

Barrel

Rail

Expansion Chamber

Vacuum Pump

Figure 3.7.1. Schematic of experimental set-up of the single stage small gas gun.
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3.8 Microstructural studies
Optical microscopy

Preparation of samples for optical microscopy is an important technique, it requires
care since if sample preparation is performed incorrectly, it can lead to the wrong
conclusions about a material's structure.

Both bainitic steel and tungsten alloy samples were sectioned using a hacksaw,
abrasive cutter or diamond wheel when possible, otherwise they were cut by spark
erosion. It is important to remember that after sectioning, the microstructure near to
the cut may well have been damaged in some way. Therefore for the bainitic samples,
after sectioning, the material was etched chemically with 4 % nital (4 % nitric acid,
96 % ethanol) before grinding.

After sectioning, the samples were ground to ensure that material with damaged
microstructure was removed. In the metals considered in this work the damaged zone
is likely to be less than 100 Jlm deep (Vander Voort 1999). Often when grinding and
polishing it is advantageous to mount the sample and a cold setting resin is used.
Grinding was carried out using a series of grit papers starting out with the coarsest
first, grit papers commonly available include 60, 120, 240, 320, 400 and 600 mesh
grit paper. Water was used as coolant and lubricant since it removes loose abrasive
and cutting debris and therefore reduces clogging which could lead to smearing or
bumishing_of the surface.

After grinding, samples were then polished using diamond paste, 30 Jlm down to 1
Jlm, on a polishing cloth. Again the abrasive agent is usually water-based. However

for the bainitic samples considered in this research it was found that due to their high
hardness the period of time required for grinding and polishing allowed rust to form
on the sample unless oil based lubricants and polishing pastes were used.

When performing microscopy on a sample, it is important that there is good contrast
between different zones of the microstructure. Contrast can be improved by etching or
use of Nomarski interference-contrast.
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The bainitic samples examined in this research were etched using 0.5 % nital which
stains the grain boundaries. Thus the microstructural detail is enhanced. From the
shape and size of the grains revealed, an idea of the phases present and in what
fraction can be observed.

Tungsten alloys can be etched with boiling hydrogen peroxide, however the detail
required in this work could be observed using Nomarski interfence-contrast. Polarised
light is used with the two beams created by a double quartz prism with the polarizer
and analyser crossed. The prism is placed between the objective lense and the source
of illumination. The two beams created by the prism interfere in the image plane and
produce two laterally displaced images differing in phase by half a wavelength, thus
producing height contrast. This technique is ideal for observing grain shapes but not
the detail within the grain.

Images can be recorded either digitally or on black and white photographic film with
the latter giving better resolution.

Electron microscopy

There are two main types of electron microscopy, SEM (Scanning Electron
Microscopy) and TEM (Transmission Electron Microscopy). More recently
combining the two to give a STEM (Scanning/Transmission Electron Microscope)
has become increasing popular.

The production of samples for TEM is extremely lengthy and therefore only SEM was
used in this research. The main advantages of SEM over optical microscopy are that
the depth of focus is much larger, meaning that fracture faces can be examined, and
the resolution is much better. Images were recorded digitally. The SEM used in this
research was a FEI Philips XL30 sFEG.
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Hardness

Hardness is a fundamentally simple concept, however it cannot be defined rigorously
or measured accurately. The main problem is that the service conditions and the test
conditions do not match and are difficult to relate to one another. Despite this,
hardness measurements are widely used because they are both easy and cheap to carry
out-. (Tabor 2000) provides an excellent review of the area.

One of the most common methods of measuring hardness is by indentation. Test
conditions can be accurately controlled and reproduced so materials can easily be
compared. A hardness number can be calculated from the applied load and the area of
the impression. The indentation size depends on the hardness of the material, the
applied force and time of application as creep can occur over long time periods.
Hence standardised ' static' indentation tests are frequently used, examples of which
are Rockwell, Vickers or Brinell.

Brinell hardness tests involve a 10 mm diameter indenter pressed into the sample for
30 s. Brinell used the surface area of the indent instead of the projected area see
(Wahlberg 1901a; Wahlberg 1901b), Meyer showed that correcting for this is fairly
simple (Meyer 1908) but is not usually done due to the popularity of Brinell hardness.
The load used depends on the hardness of the material under consideration.

Unfortunately Brinell testing requires quite a lot of time, large indentation and is not
suitable for hard materials. The Vickers test uses a square-based pyramidal diamond
indenter (Smith and Sandland 1925). The angle between opposite sides, a, was
chosen to be 136° so that hardness numbers are similar in magnitude to Brinell
numbers. The loading time used is 10 to 15 s, the load chosen depends on the
hardness of material being tested. After removal of the load, both diagonals of the
indent are measured and the average value, d in mm, and the Vickers hardness, HV,
can be calculated.

HV=

2Lsin(%)
d

2

(3.17)

,
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where Lis the applied load in kgf (kilograms-force).

In 1919, Rock well, a metallurgist, invented the Rockwell tester (Rockwell 1922).
Initially a minor load of 10 kg is applied via the sphero-conical diamond indenter,
Whilst this is still being applied, the major load, the magnitude of which is dependent
on· the hardness of the material being tested, is applied. Because the hardness is
determined by the incremental change in penetration depth upon application of the
major load, elastic recovery effects are reduced and the effect of deflection of the
tester is removed from the results.

The hardness tests considered so far give an average value for the area tested. Microindentation tests are necessary for resolution of changes of hardness across a
microstructure. Lower loads are used with smaller indentors. Micro-hardness testing
is reviewed in (Mott 1956) and (Buckle 1959). One drawback with micro-hardness
testing is that sample preparation is more lengthy, a better quality finish is required
than the simple requirement of a flat sample for most hardness tests.

Each testing method has its own range of applications, however it is still possible to
convert between these using conversion tables which are found in ASTM Standard
E140.

More recently, developments in the field have been mainly for ergonomic reasons.
Automated systems have been developed that can do entire microhardness traverses.
The machine used in this research was a Mitutoyo HKV -3 which was not fully
automated. All hardnesses quoted in this dissertation are in Vickers numbers. A
hardness of around 700 HV is a very hard material, a soft steel would typically be
about 200 HV.

X-ray analysis
X-ray diffraction was carried out, with a Philips E'Pert PW 3020, using a rotating
crystal method. This allowed Rietveld analysis to be carried out to determine the
volume fraction of different phases present. This software was a X'Pert Plus Rietveld
routine. A database of different crystal structures was used in this analysis. The
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bainitic samples needed 10 to 14 hours in the X-ray diffractometer before enough data
were collected; the grains in the bainites are very small and scatter the radiation very
effectively!
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Chapter 4
Shock properties of bainitic steels
The materials considered in this research were chosen as examples of upper and lower
temperature bainite, as discussed in chapter 2. The latter being a steel in which the

.

carbide formation has been hindered by the silicon content of the material, (Bhadeshia
1999; Bhadeshia 2001; Caballero et al. 2001a; 2001b; 2002). The two bainites were
both of similar low-alloy composition which are given in chapter 2, along with details
of the heat treatments.
At high pressures, E-iron which is hexagonal close packed can be obtained (Barker
1975). This transition causes a change in specific volume of the material allowing the
phase transition to be monitored by measuring the stress. An excellent discussion of
phase transitions occurring at high dynamic pressures is found in (Duvall and Graham
1977) while a more general review of shock compression is found in (Graham 1992).
In this research, the E phase exists only during the shock compression and is unlikely
to be observable post-impact, though some change in the recovered microstructure
may be found. An excellent discussion of the microstructural changes that would be
expected to be observable is (Murr and Meyers 1983).
The shock properties of the two bainitic steels were determined. In this chapter, this
research is discussed. It is divided into five main sections;

• Measurement of static properties,
• Measurement of the Hugoniot,
• Measurement of lateral stresses and subsequent calculation of shear strength,
• Measurement of the dynamic tensile, or spall, strength and
•

Microstructural and macroscopic damage studies .
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4.1 Measurement of static properties
The physical properties of the two alloys and also mild steel (Millett et al. 1995) are
given in table 4.1. As can be seen, there is little difference in the density and wave
speeds. The hardness is significantly different and reflects the fineness of the
microstructure, the density of precipitates as well as dislocations and other defects.
Lower temperature bainite, which has the finest microstructure of the materials
considered, was found to have a hardness comparable to that of a martensitic steel: an
extremely brittle and hard microstructure. The advantage of lower temperature bainite
is that it maintains the hardness and high strength but is less brittle than a martensitic
alloy. Upper bainite, whilst being relatively hard, has a hardness value that is more
usual for a ferrous alloy (Bhadeshia 2001; Caballero et al. 2001 a; 2001 b).

Material Property

Longitudinal sound speed, c1,
(± 0.005 mm fA.S-1)
Shear sound speed, C5 ,
(± 0.005 mm fA.S- 1)
Bulk sound~speed, c0 ,
(± 0.01 mm fA.S-1)
Poissons ratio(± 0.006)
Density, p0 , (± 20 kg m- 3)
Hardness (HV 10, ± 5 kg mm-2)

Lower
temperature
bainite
5.85

Upper bainite

Mild steel

5.87

5.91

3.18

3.20

3.25

4.55

4.56

4.57

0.290
7740
703

0.289
7760
468

0.283
7820
,..,250

Table 4.! The static properties of lower temperature and upper bainites and also mild
steel.
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4.2 Measurement of the Hugoniot
Experimental

Impact conditions were selected to cover a wide range of stresses. This was achieved
by varying both the impact velocity and also the impacting material. The velocities
used \vere in the range 250 to 1000 m s-1• For the highest velocity impacts, tungsten
alloy flyers were used; the high impedance ensuring a higher stress on impact for a
given velocity than would be achieved using other, lower impedance, materials. The
tungsten alloy was a commercial sintered and heat treated alloy containing 92.5 %
tungsten with the balance being Ni, Fe and Co. This material was characterised by
(Millett et al. 1996) and others in the group. Copper flyers were used for all other
shots.

Stress and particle velocity were measured using a combination of manganin gauges
and VISAR. The gauge configuration is shown in figure 4.2.1. It should be noted that
gauges can also be used as time of arrival sensors, so measuring the shock velocity,
Us. Therefore data are obtained even if the gauge should not record a stress history.

VISAR was used for the highest velocity shots not only as a comparison to the
gauges, but also to give better time resolution. The duplex fibre was mounted about
10 mm from the rear surface. It reflected off the bainite/PMMA interface and was
centred away from the gauge location to prevent any gauge heating. It has a spot
diameter of approximately 5 mm.
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1
5~

Gauges

SO mm

Bainite
PMMA backing
Figure 4.2.1 Gauge configuration used for Hugoniot experiments.
The embedded stress gauges recorded the maximum stress in the material accurately
but impedance differences between the sample and the epoxy/gauge package, the
stress must ring up (figure 4.2.2). Overall this produces a time resolution of 200 ns.
This was not sufficient to resolve the HEL or the phase transition in the material.
Better time resolution (30 ns) is achieved in the back-surface gauge and artifacts in
the trace are more readily observable. However, the transmission coefficient of the
interface must be known (chapter 1).
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~'-F'-'~

s

Assuming 3 traverses
required for equilibration
of stress at 2.6 mm!~ts
leads to gauge resolution
of 200 ns.

p

Gauge I

Assuming 3 traverses of
gauge required for equilibration
of stress at 5 mm!~s leads to
gauge resolution
of 30 ns.

Gauge 2

Figure 4.2.2 Schematics of gauge conditions and calculation of time resolution by use
of impedance matching.

Results
Typical longitudinal stress histories are shown in figures 4.2.3 and 4.2.4. The backsurface gauge traces for the lower temperature bainite samples clearly show both the
HEL and the phase transition. When converted by impedance matching to stress
levels in the bainite itself, the HEL was found to be at 3.5

±

0.5 GPa and the phase

transition occurred at 13 ± 0.5 GPa. For the maximum stress shot, VISAR was also
used. Figure 4.2.5 shows the resulting trace, which clearly shows both the HEL and
the phase transition.

The back-surface gauge trace for the upper bainite clearly shows the HEL, which is at
2 ± 0.5 GPa, but does not show the phase transition.

Figure 4.2.6 shows the Hugoniot curves for the two materials. The curves deviate
from the elastic line at stresses near the phase transition. The curves then approach the
elastic line as the system heads towards "overdrive". This is the point at which the
shock front is a single wave of higher velocity than the elastic wave. For the highest
stress impact on each material, there are two data points, one derived from the VISAR
and the other from the stress gauge. Within experimental error these points are in
agreement. The average for each experiment is presented in this research.
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Figure 4.2.3 Typical gauge traces for a Hugoniot experiment on lower temperature
bainite. Here a tungsten impactor with velocity 965 m s-' was used. The stress in the
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Figure 4.2.4 Typical gauge traces for a Hugoniot experiment on upper bainite. A
copper impactor with velocity 842 m s-' was used.
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Discussion

The Hugoniot curves for the two materials were found to be similar to one another.
The phase transition found in the lower temperature bainite was at a comparable stress
to that found in other work (Barker and Hollenbach 1974; Millett et al. 1997).

.

However the phase transition was not observed in the upper bainite. Upper bainite
was found to be almost entirely ferritic, hence the phase transition should have been
more evident than that of the lower temperature bainite. For these low alloy steels, the
effect of alloying additions on the phase transition stress should be minimal.

The a-£ phase transition is martensitic, nuclei can form rapidly. Such a nucleation
event was found to take 55 ns (Meyers 1979) and is therefore well within the
timescale of the impact. Martensitic transformations can occur at velocities
approaching the speed of sound in the material as they rely on dislocation motion
(Honeycombe and Bhadeshia 1995), the presence of grain boundaries and other
defects may reduce the transformation velocity; hence the grain size may have an
effect. This will be considered in section 4.6.

The reason that the HEL of upper bainite is significantly lower than that of the lower
temperature bainite may be associated with the dislocation density and carbide
precipitation distribution as discussed earlier.
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4.3 Lateral stress measurement and calculation of shear strength

Lateral stress measurements were carried out using the same impact conditions as for
the Hugoniot experiments. The configuration is shown in figure 4.3 .1. The shear
strength of the two materials was calculated, as discussed in section 1.1, and the
result's are shown in figure 4.3.3.

25mm

'

Gauges

Bainite

Figure 4.3.1 Gauge configuration for lateral experiments. Each half of the sample
measured 25 mm by 25 mm by 50 mm before being glued together to create a 25 mm
by 50 mm by 50 mm target. The gauge positions were accurate to ± 0.2 mm.

Results
Figure 4.3.2 shows typical lateral gauge traces. The two materials behave similarly.
The HEL was exceeded in all impacts but was not resolvable in the lateral gauge
traces. Figure 4.3.3 shows the shear strength of the materials. The shear strength is
equal to half the difference between the longitudinal stress and the lateral stress at a
given impact condition. No lateral stress measurements were recorded above the
phase transition. Studies of the survivability of lateral gauges are discussed in chapter
7, these involve incorporating extra "padding" around the gauge. The effect of
different degrees of this "padding" has been quantified (Hamrnond et al. 2003). As the
thickness of the padding is increased, there is at first a drop off in the measured value
of 1'1R/R0 of 10 to 15 %. This is followed by a plateau up to a thickness of circa 0.5
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mm on either side of the gauge. Beyond this there is a significant drop in i1R/R 0
values as the thickness is increased further, refer to chapter 7 for a full discussion of
this research.
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Figure 4.3.2 Lateral stress time histories from impact on the lower temperature
bainite using a copper projectile at 259 m s- 1•
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Figure 4.3.3 A plot of the shear strengths against longitudinal stress for both the
lower bainite and the upper bainite. The elastic line for the lower bainite is also
shown, on this scale it is indistinguishable from the elastic line for the upper bainite.
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Discussion

The lateral stress data showed the two materials undergo similar stresses for the same
impact conditions (figure 4.3.2). The shear strength of the lower temperature bainite
was found to be similar than that of the upper bainite (figure 4.3.3) over the stress
rang~

considered.

For both materials, the shear strength versus longitudinal stress plot shows the
materials deviating from the elastic line at a longitudinal stresses above 5 GPa, higher
than the elastic limit in either material but lower than the phase transition stress. It
does not correspond to the point at which the Hugoniot curve deviates from the
elastic.

Both materials display dynamic response, transverse and lateral, that is similar to
previously published data for mild steel (Millett et al. 1997).
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4.4 Spall strength
Spall experiments were carried out on both bainites over a range of impact velocities
using VISAR as the diagnostic tool. For all but two of the experiments, a 5 mm thick
sample was impacted by a 3 mm copper flyer. The remaining two shots (carried out at
367 m s-I and 365 m s-I) used a 5 mm copper flyer impacting a 10 mm thick target.

Results

Data were collected in the form of VISAR traces (see figures 4.4.1 and 4.4.2). The
position of the spall plane can be found by examining the time of reload, which can be
compared to the actual measured values on the sample.

Several reload signals were clearly visible in many of the traces, the spall strengths, in
km s-I, could easily be read off each of the traces (figures 4.4.1 and 4.4.2). From these

values the spall or dynamic tensile strength, in GPa, could be calculated with
knowledge of the Hugoniots found earlier, refer to Section 4.2. These spall strengths
are plotted against longitudinal stress in figure 4.4.3.

The position of the spall plane can be found using the time between reloads, these
were found to agree with the actual measured values on the sample.
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Figure 4.4.1 VISAR traces for spall experiments on lower temperature bainite. The
experiment at 367 m s- 1 used a 10 mm thick plate, all others were 5 mm.
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Figure 4.4.3 Spall strength plotted against longitudinal stress for the two bainites.

The quasi-static yield stress values for lower temperature bainite and upper bainite are
2.5 GPa and 1.6 GPa respectively. For the upper bainite, as would be expected, the
dynamic values (circa 1.9 GPa) are greater than the static ones throughout the region
of longitudinal stress considered. However this is not the case for the lower
temperature bainite which has a spall strength of approximately 2 GPa falling to 0.5
GPa above the phase transition stress. A possible cause of this is that the lower
temperature

b~inite

is significantly more brittle than the upper bainite. When the

shock wave first travels though the material it causes it to be weakened by forming a
number of fracture nucleation sites. When spall occurs in this pre-shocked material,
the dynamic tensile strength is found to decrease with increasing longitudinal stress.
The phase transition itself causes a change in specific volume in the material; this
process could cause microstructural damage. It could also be that the £-phase is
weaker. Interestingly, in pure single crystal a-iron, the spall strength was found to
increase at the phase transition stress (Veeser et al. 1999), this observation agreeing
with previous work (Murray 1996). However analysis of the data found in (Church et
al. 2001) shows that AQ80 steel, a very soft ductile material, has a spall strength
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which, within experimental error, does not vary with longitudinal stress at the stresses
considered.

Either the phase transition is being suppressed or is not observable. The main
difference between the two materials is microstructural, it follows therefore that this is
almost certainly the reason. It is probably an effect of grain size or precipitate content
and distribution. These may cause the change in specific volume at the phase
transition to be reduced in some cases, thus making the phase transition more difficult
to observe using stress gauges. No references have been found that indicate that other
researchers have suppressed the phase transition in ferrite to pressures as high as than
those considered in this study.
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4.5 Recovered debris
Over the range of impact conditions reported in this work, lower temperature bainite
exhibited brittle fracture, often leaving the sample in a great number of pieces
(figure 4.5.1). Upper bainite samples were recovered mostly intact (figure 4.5.2). For
the higher stress impacts (Hugoniot and lateral stress measurements), spall was also
observed in both bainites.

Figure 4.5.1 Debris of lower temperature bainite Hugoniot sample recovered postimpact at 669 m s- 1 by a copper impactor.

Figure 4.5.2 Upper bainite Hugoniot sample debris recovered after impact using a
tungsten projectile with velocity 732 m s- 1• The 10 mm thick rear plate is in the centre
of the figure, the spalled section on the right and the 5 mm thick front plate is on the
left.

There has also been some controversy as the whether spall occurs within one plane or
in a zone as discussed in Johnson et al. (1995). Johnson found that the spall zone
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extended over a distance of the order of tens of microns. Certainly in this research,
voiding and cracking were observed over such a zone. Hardness measurements made
in this area yielded interesting results; refer to section 4.6. This effect is probably due
to the spreading of the release fans.

The lower temperature bainite exhibited brittle fracture on impact whereas the upper
bainite exhibited much more ductile behaviour. This can be explained by considering
the heat treatments received by each material and the resulting microstructure. It is
possible that the upper bainite was held at a high enough temperature for the carbon to
diffuse out of the ferrite by interstitial, producing carbide-free ferrite plates. At this
holding temperature, recovery in the ferrite may also reduce the dislocation density.
The lower temperature bainite was held at a much lower temperature. It is likely that
as with the upper bainite, carbides form in the phase between the ferrite plates. Unlike
lower bainite, in this alloy the precipitation of the carbides is suppressed by the
addition of silicon so there are no carbides within the ferrite plates themselves. It is
thought unlikely that recovery, a process during which dislocations are rearranged or
annihilated in order to reduce the free energy of the material, would have had a
significant effect on the dislocation density. In a material, such as lower temperature
bainite, with a high dislocation density, slip systems are likely to become locked due
to dislocation pile-ups producing brittle fracture results and high hardness. The upper
bainite having a lower dislocation density and less carbide precipitates in the ferrite
plates would be more able to flow plastically and hence fail in a more ductile manner.
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4.6 Microstructural studies
X-ray analysis

Rietveld analysis on the X-ray diffraction data showed that the lower temperature
bainite is 85 % ferrite and 15 % austenite. Upper bainite was found to be almost 100
% territic. Post impact, any changes in these values were within experimental error

(refer to figures 4.6.1 and 4.6.2 for an example of each bainite post-impact).

Hardness

Micro-hardness traverses were taken on a selection of the debris recovered postimpact. The measurements are given as Vickers Numbers (HV), each measurement
used a 1 kg load for a duration of 10 s. A comprehensive investigation into peak
dynamic pressure and material type was carried out. A selection of the data yielded by
these traverses is shown in figure 4.6.1, the average hardness value from each sample
and also of unimpacted material is plotted in figure 4.6.2. The spread in the data from
the unimpacted materials gives an error of roughly± 10 HV. This could be accounted
for by either user error or non-uniform material hardness.

Figure 4.6.3 shows micro-hardness traverses from four samples. These were
recovered after an impact event whose impact velocity is indicated in m s· 1 in the
legend of the figure. There are two examples of each of the bainites, one of which was
not recov_ered whole so not all traverses cover the full 25 mm depth of the sample. In
each case there is a large appearance of scatter in the data. Some of this can be
attributed to user error; however, the material may well be "patchy" in its hardness.
There are some trends that may result from a change in the dislocation density that
was caused by the impact event. In the 15 to 20 mm region, a number of the samples
exhibited an increase in hardness compared to the rest of the trace. This coincides
with the position of the spall plane in those sample that exhibited spall, those that did
not still show some increase in this region. In fracturing a sample dynamically, as
occurs during the spall process, there is some amount of work done in tearing the
sample and in creating new dislocations. Since the hardness gives an indication of the
dislocation density within a material it is inevitable that hardness is increased at and
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around the position of the spall plane. The hardness near to the impact face is
expected to increase as that material has been under shock for longer (Murr and
Meyers 1983), however it would appear from this research that there is little or no
effect.
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Figure 4.6.3 Examples of data from micro-hardness traverses of samples of
recovered material. Note that a label beginning with A is an experiment carried out
on the lower temperature bainite and B corresponds with the upper bainite. This is
followed by Cu which indicates a copper impactor was used at the velocity (in m s- 1)
which is given by the 3 digits following . All samples were from 'lateral' experiments
so all these short codes end with L.
The initial and post-impact hardnesses (average) that are given in figure 4.6.4, clearly
show that the higher the maximum dynamic pressure seen by the sample the greater
the micro-hardness. Together with the previous figure, this suggests that the pressure
of the shock wave is much more significant than its duration in terms of the creation
of dislocations.
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4. 7 Conclusions

Both lower temperature and upper bainites were found to have Hugoniot curves and
shear strengths similar to that of mild steel. The HEL were found to be 3.5 ± 0.5 GPa
and 2 ± 0.5 GPa respectively. Lower temperature bainite was found to have a phase

.

transition at 13 ± 0.5 GPa.

At longitudinal stresses greater than 13 GPa, it was found that the lateral gauges were
unable to give stress-time histories for the whole of the impact. The addition of up to
175 11-m of mylar around the two gauges did not alleviate this problem. There was also
concern that using such a large quantity of mylar might affect the stress level in the
gauge. The effect of "padding" the gauge in this was has been quantified (Hammond
et al. 2003) and is reported in chapter 7 of this dissertation.

The performance of armour is also related to the spall strength of the material. The
spall strengths of both lower temperature bainite and upper bainite were measured.
The spall strength of the lower bainite was found to be circa 2 GPa below the phase
transition. Above this it fell significantly. The spall strength measurements for the
upper bainite did not show any evidence of the phase transition occurring; its value
remaining roughly constant at about 1.9 GPa throughout the stress range considered in
this work.

In order to understand why the materials behaved as they did and possibly to predict
material properties in the future, it is important to investigate the microstructural
response to the different impact conditions. This could take the form of further
microscopy, X-ray diffraction and hardness testing. Such research may help to
establish why the phase transition was not observable in upper bainite and why the
HELs, of the two materials are so different.

From the micro-hardness studies performed, it can be concluded that the effect of the
pressure of the shock wave is significantly more than any effect of its duration. There
is some indication that the dynamic fracture of the material at the spall plane
introduces a significant number of dislocations into the material. There is inevitably
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some effect of the fact that these samples were not soft recovered. There will have
been effects from lateral release waves traveling through the material and also other
unintentional impacts as the material comes to rest. In order to pursue hardness testing
further as a route to understanding the material behaviour, future impact experiments
incorporating soft recovery would be necessary.

As a result of this research, we can say that the lower temperature bainite showed
evidence of the phase transition occurring, whereas the upper bainite did not. It may
be that it was suppressed in the stress range considered in this paper, or simply that it
was not observable. The reason for this unexplained behaviour is almost certainly to
do with the microstructure; the main differences between the two forms of bainite are
in grain size, carbide distribution and number.
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Chapter 5
Ballistic studies

A wide-ranging study of the ballistic properties of the bainites was planned. However,

.

only a few samples of a lower temperature bainite, similar to the one previously
considered were available. The composition had been slightly modified, from the
original lower temperature bainite, to reduce porosity. In this dissertation, this is
referred to as 'new lower temperature bainite'.

In this chapter, the new lower temperature bainite was compared to both mild steel
and RHA steel (refer to chapter 2). The experiments were carried out using the 50 mm
bore light-gas-gun and high-speed images were recorded using the Ultranac FS-501
camera. The impactors used in all cases were flat-ended FNC tungsten rods of length
to diameter ratio 10:1, diameter 5.55 mm.

Further experiments were carried out to investigate the depth of penetration of the
projectile after passing though a front piece of new low temperature bainite, mild steel
or RHA. It should be remembered that the penetration characteristics of a material are
altered when the plate is constrained i.e. backed with another piece of material. The
backing material used in all these experiments was RHA.
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5.1 Impacts on free plates
All experiments were recorded using the Ultranac FS-50 1 high-speed camera The
images were side views of the impact.

New low temperature bainite

Figure 5.1.1 gives a high-speed photograph sequence for an impact event between a
tungsten alloy rod travelling at 912 m s- 1 and a 9.6 mm thick plate of new low
temperature bainite. The rear surface of the plate shows bulging 6 JlS after the impact.
By this stage there are already ejecta travelling away from the front face of the bainite
(towards the barrel). Later in the impact, the bulging material breaks away from the
plate in the form of a plug. The effect of the impactor has been spread over an area of
the target that is larger than the cross-section of the projectile itself. This is beneficial
in terms of energy dissipation in armour steels. The projectile itself is shortened
during the impact. Note there is an impact flash in frames 11 and 12, this makes it
look as if the tungsten rod has disappeared.

The same set-up, but with a lower impact velocity, 605 m s- 1, was used in the
experiment that is depicted in figure 5.1.2. The major point here is that the rod takes a
much longer to cause a bulge in the rear surface of the plate and also perforation is
retarded. It is not until ,.., 15 JlS after the impact that bulging of the rear surface is
observed. T11.e ejecta from the front face are travelling at a greater angle to the path of
the incoming projectile than in the higher velocity shot i.e. the debris are more spread
out. It is hard to tell from this high-speed record if there is any dwell or shortening of
the tungsten rod as the sabot does not come into the field of view until the last two
frames.

Impact experiments were carried out on thinner, 4.1 mm thick, plates of this new low
temperature bainite. Both the impact at 609 m s- 1 and the one at 410 m s- 1 seem to
show the rod passing straight though the plate, refer to figures 5.1.3 and 5.1.4. In both
of these cases, most of the ejected debris is again travelling towards the barrel, it
seems to be spread over a wider range of angles than in previous shots. These debris
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will be discussed later in this chapter. In the slower of these two experiments, there
may be some bulging of the rear face of the target around 4 to 10 JlS after the impact,
just prior to perforation.

Figures 5.1.5, and 5.1.6 are photographs of the debris collected post-impact for two
separate experiments. The former, clearly shows a perforation, in the 4.12 mm thick
new low temperature bainite, no larger than the rod's cross-sectional area. This
indicates the initial damage was perforation by a plugging mechanism, the remaining
fracture probably occurred due to post-impact flexure. Figure 5.1.6 shows the debris
after impact on a thicker piece of the new lower temperature bainite. There is
evidence of fracture occurring radially from the impact site. The fact that the central
pieces were not recovered, indicates that they were almost certainly smaller.
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Figure 5.1.1 Tungsten alloy rod at 912 m s on 9.6 mm thick new low temperature
bainite. Interframe time 2 JlS, exposure time 1 JlS.

Figure 5.1.2 Tungsten alloy rod at 605 m s- on 9.6 mm thick low temperature bainite.
Interframe time 2 JlS, exposure time 1 JlS.
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Figure 5.1.3 Tungsten alloy rod at 609 m s-1 on 4.1 mm thick low temperature bainite.
Interframe time 2 JlS, exposure time 1 JlS.

Figure 5.1.4 Tungsten alloy rod at 410 m on 4.1 mm thick low temperature
bainite. Interframe time 4 JtS, exposure time 1 JlS.
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Figure 5.1.5 Debris recovered post-impact, 4.12 mm thick new low temperature
bainite impacted at 410 m s-1•

Figure 5.1.6 Debris recovered post-impact, 9.6 mm thick new low temperature
bainite impacted at 605 m s-1•
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Mild steel

Figures 5.1.7 and 5.1.8 are high-speed photographic sequences of tungsten alloy rods
impacting 4.00 mm thick mild steel at 600 m s- 1 and 400 m s- 1 respectively. The
former is magnified which is useful for observing the local deformation. The latter,
wider view image, gives a better view of any fragmentation and ejecta.

Figure 5.1.7 shows bulging after impact in frames 4 and 5; up to 6 JlS after impact. By
frame 6, 9 JlS after impact, the plate has been perforated. A plug as well as other
fragments are ejected from the rear face. There are no ejecta observed from the impact
side of the plate, this is discussed later in this chapter. Frames 8 to 12 show one of the
graphite trigger pins!

Figure 5 .1.8 has longer interframe times and the rod has lower velocity. The bulging
lasts for 3 frames but this is a similar length of time to that observed in figure 5.1. 7.
The plate can certainly be taken to be laterally 'inifinite' as far as the impact is
concerned, there appears to be little or no deformation outside of the immediate
vicinity of the impact and the perforation is over before stress waves return from the
supports. The deformation zone has a diameter of around two rod diameters.

Figure 5.1.9 shows the debris collected from an impact on mild steel (same impact
conditions as for figure 5 .1.5). The fracture has occurred by a much more ductile
mechanism, fragments were also no longer flat indicating that some energy had also
been absorbed by plastic deformation. The centre of the rear of the sample exhibits a
typical spall failure: certainly not good behaviour for an armour material.

Typical recovered debris are shown in figure 5.1.10. The rod and plug were recovered
intact, the plate itself was in several fragments. This is evidence that the plugging
mechanism was indeed occurring.
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Figure 5.1.7 High-speed photographic sequence of tungsten rod impacting 4.0 mm
thick mild steel plate at 603 m s· 1. Exposure time 1 JlS, interframe time 2 JlS.

Figure 5.1.8 High-speed photographic sequence of tungsten rod impacting 4.0 mm
thick mild steel plate at 417 m s· 1. Exposure time 1 JlS, interframe time 4 JlS.
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Figure 5.1.9 Debris recovered post-impact, 4.0 mm thick mild steel impacted at
410 m s-1•

50 mm
Plug - .
Figure 5.1.10 Debris recovered post-impact, a 4.0 mm mild steel plate was impacted
by a tungsten alloy rod with velocity 600 m s-'. Note that a plug of the steel was
recovered and the rod was intact.
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RHA steel

Figures 5.1.11 and 5.1.12 are high-speed photographic sequences of tungsten alloy
rods impacting 4.00 mm thick RHA steel at 600 m s- 1 and 400 m s- 1 respectively. The
views use two magnifications, one for observing local deformation, the other to view
fragmentation and ejecta.

Bulging of the rear face of the plate is observed in frames 4 to 6 of figure 5.1.11,
beyond which there is evidence that of permanent deformation around the impact area
which in fact is still present in the recovered sample, figure 5 .1.13. Unlike the other
materials considered in this chapter, the RHA steel samples were recovered mostly
intact. A plug of the RHA steel is ejected ahead of the rod, most evident in frames 9
to 12. There is one 'ring' of debris ejected back along the length of the incoming rod,
frames 6 to 12. This could be a 'mushroom' of material from the front of the
projectile that has broken off. Otherwise, both figures 5.1.11 and 5.1.12 show no
evidence of fragmentation.

Figure 5 .1.13 shows that there was no fragmentation of the sample after impact, the
only damage sustained was a hole, same diameter as the projectile, and the plastic
deformation that covers occurs only a further rod diameter around the impact zone.

Clearly the main mechanism of failure is plugging in all cases.
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Figure 5.1.11 High-speed photographic sequence oftungsten rod impacting 4.0 mm
thick RHA steel plate at 588 m s·1• Exposure time 1 JAS, interframe time 2 JAS.

Figure 5.1.12 High-speed photographic sequence of tungsten rod impacting 4.0 mm
thick RHA steel plate at 393 m s· 1. Exposure time 1 ]AS, interframe time 4 JAS.
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Figure 5.1.12 Recovered debris after impact on 4 mm thick RHA steel by tungsten
alloy rod 393 m s· 1•

Ejected debris
As mentioned in section 1.3 of this dissertation, the relative hardnesses of the
projectile and target material are very important (Field 1988). The facing of the
targets considered in this chapter vary from RHA steel at 150 HV, the mild steel
having a hardness of 250 HV and the bainite being 700 HV. The tungsten alloy had a
hardness of circa 400 HV. Figure 5.1.13 shows frames from each of four experiments.
Debris were ejected on the impact side of the target in two of these. One was an
impact on the new low temperature bainite at 605 m s·', figure 5.1.13 (a). All the other
impacts on the bainite above 600 m s·' also showed similar ejecta. In the other frame
showing debris traveling away from the impact face, there were less ejecta
(figure 5.1.13 (b)). This was an impact at 410 m s·' on the new lower temperature
bainite. This debris fan was a larger angle from the incoming rod. This is an
interesting result as the main factor in determining the amount of ejected debris
should have been hardness (Field 1988). Clearly there are other factors.

Figures 5.1.13 (c) and (d) show frames from impacts on mild steel and RHA steel
respectively. Neither of them shows ejected debris fanning out from the impact zone.
The latter does however exhibit the 'ring' of debris discussed earlier in this chapter.
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In this research, if the hardness of the impactor was greater than that of the target,
there were little or no ejecta from the impact side of the plate. When the hardness of
the target was greater than that of the impactor, there were debris ejected in a fan from
the impact surface of the plate.

Figure 5.1.13 Frames from each offour experiments (note for scale each rod has
diameter 5.55 mm, i.e. each frame has a different scale):
(a) Frame 11 of figure 5.1.2. Impact at 605 m s- 1 on 9.6 mm thick NLTB.
(b) Frame 12 offigure 5.1.4. Impact at 410 m s- 1 on 4.1 mm NLTB.
(c) Frame 9 offigure 5.1.7. Impact at 603 m s- 1 on 4.0 mm mild steel.
(d) Frame 8 offigure 5.1.11. Impact at 588 m s-1 on 4.0 mm RHA steel.
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5.2 Depth of penetration studies
A series of experiments was carried out using a backing of 50 mm of RHA steel. This
ensured that perforation was not possible in any of the experiments. By facing the
RHA steel with one of the three materials that are being considered in this chapter,
their penetrative properties were compared. One experiment was carried out without a
facing plate. It was compared with the RHA steel facing on the RHA steel backing in
order to ascertain whether the interface has any effect on the penetration depth.

The samples were then examined by X-rays to determine both the profile of the
tungsten and the depth of penetration. A 200 kV Pantek X-ray head was used with
Kodak D7 film. The depth of penetration was determined for all 8 samples. Four of
the samples were also X-rayed looking down the axis of impact in order to check that
the tungsten had remained symmetric during the impact The resolution of each X-ray
image is 0.4 mm. This was found by use of a range of diameters of wires in the field
of view and determining the diameter of the smallest wire resolvable. Measurements
of depth of penetration were taken directly from the film and accurate to

±

1 mm. This

error originates from the difficulty in determining exactly where the front edge of the
sample is in the image.

Results and discussion

Figure 5.2.1 shows a typical sample after impact. In most cases the facing plate was
no longer attached to the sample, in this case there was no facing plate. The impact
velocity was 605 m s- 1• The rod has penetrated the block normally and come to rest
without the rear section of the rod either penetrating or breaking off. There is a large
amount of plastic deformation in the RHA block in all samples.

The depth of penetration data are included in table 5.1 and are represented graphically
in figure 5.2.2. The total depth of penetration varies between 21.5 mm and 23 mm for
the higher velocity experiments. Given the experimental error is ± 1 mm, these values
are not significantly different. This would suggest that the density of the material is
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probably the most important factor as discussed in section 1.3 of this dissertation and
also in (Tate 1967).

At the lower velocity considered, there is more variation. The experiments carried out
with RHA plate with backing and backing only gave very similar total depth of
penetratron. This is important as it infers that the interface in the material between the
plate and backing had little or no effect on the penetration. The sample faced with
mild steel suffered 8.5 mm total depth of penetration which is not particularly
different from the experiments carried out on RHA only. However, the experiment
carried out on the new low temperature bainite faced sample exhibited 11.5 mm total
depth of penetration, this is significantly more than the other materials.

A radiograph was also taken looking along the axis of the rod, it showed that the areas
of tungsten were almost circular. This shows that the deformation was isotropic in the
tungsten and steel. No radiographs are shown in this chapter as their reproduction is
poor. The originals, however, were good enough to make the required measurements.

r

Figure 5.2.1 Two views of sample post-impact. There was no facing plate in this
experiment, the impact velocity was 605 m s·'.
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Velocity

Facing

Thickness of

Penetration

Total depth of

(m s- 1)

material

facing

into RHA

penetration

(mm)

backing (mm)

(mm)

7

7

605
' 605

Mild steel

4.0

4.5

8.5

605

RHA steel

4.0

2.5

6.5

605

NLTB*

4.0

7.5

11.5

894

Mild steel

4.0

17.5

21.5

894

RHA steel

4.0

18

22

895

NLTB*

4.0

18.5

22.5

900

NLTB *

8.0

15

23

Table 5.1 Depth of penetration data, NLTB * is new lower temperature bainite.
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Figure 5.2.2 Graphical representation of data from table 5.1.
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5.3 Conclusions
The new low temperature bainite exhibited some characteristics of a good armour in
some of the unsupported plate experiments, a plugging failure mechanism occurred
however this was accompanied by extensive fragmentation with little plastic
deforma'tion.

The mild steel is certainly not a good armour steel, as some of the samples showed
spalling which is extremely dangerous in armour applications. Some of the mild steel
samples did fail by plugging at the higher velocities studied but in all experiments a
large amount of fragmentation, both during the experiment i.e. spall and debris clouds
and post-impact, occurred in the sample.

The RHA steel, on the other hand, failed by the plugging mechanism every time with
no other fragmentation and some plastic deformation.

The depth of penetration work showed that at impact velocities of circa 605 m s- 1, the
new low temperature bainite performed less well than either RHA steel or mild steel.
However, at the higher velocity considered, 900 m s- 1, the three steels all appear to
have shown similar ballistic behaviour.

It is not clear from this research whether the bainitic steel is an improvement on the

RHA steel, further studies accompanied by modelling need to be carried out.
However, both RHA steel and the new low temperature bainite were shown to be
better armour material than mild steel.

It may be that at full ballistic velocities of 1.8 km s-1 the bainite shows a marked

advantage. However, given the samples available, such trials are beyond the scope of
this thesis.
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Chapter 6
Taylor impact of tungsten alloys
Tungsten alloys are under consideration as an environmentally friendly penetrator
material. Much of the literature on ballistic performance of alloys is either classified

.

or incomplete. There is however, still much information in the open literature
(Furnish et al. 1995; Chang and Choi 1997; Satapathy et al. 1999; Kennedy and Murr
2001; Pappu et al. 2001). Two tungsten alloys were considered in detail; one that
exhibited brittle fracture, the other more ductility. Refer to chapter 2 for a more
complete description of these sintered alloys.

Taylor tests also provide a good validation method being both high strain and high
strain rate. For a full discussion of the ideas behind both classic and symmetric Taylor
tests, see chapter 1.

Tungsten based alloys are often used as penetrators due to their high density and
strength. By addition of other elements, ductility can be improved at the expense of
strength and alloys with around 91 % tungsten have been found to be a good
compromise (Satapathy et al. 1999).

The two materials investigated in this study were commercial alloys containing
92.5 wt% tungsten with the balance being Ni, Fe and Co. One material was sintered
and heat treated (SAC) and the other material was sintered, heat treated and cold
worked (FNC). Both were supplied by QinetiQ, Fort Halstead. The rods were 55 mm
in length and 5.5 mm in diameter. The physical properties of the two materials are
given in chapter 2.
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6.1 Experimental
Classic and symmetric Taylor tests were carried out on sintered tungsten alloys in
order to determine the failure modes, deformation profiles and strain histories during
impact. Impact velocities of 200 m s- 1 were used in classic Taylor experiments and
300 '- 370 m s- 1 in the symmetric Taylor experiments.

In a second series of experiments angled faced rods were used in the 'symmetric'
configuration to reduce the effect of misalignment. PMMA rods of identical aspect
ratios were also studied. These were photographed through crossed polarisers in order
to observe the propagation of the stress waves in relation to the fracture in the rods.

(a) Classic Taylor tests
Classic Taylor experiments were carried out using a small single-stage light gas gun
with a 60 kg steel block as the 'semi-infinite, rigid' body. This was faced with a SAC
plate for shots using FNC and SAC rods. A schematic of the set-up is shown in figure
3.8.1 of chapter 3. Prior to firing the impact chamber and barrel are evacuated to
100 mbar. The firing vessel is then filled with helium to the required pressure for the
shot, and when the gun is fired fast-acting valves open and the projectile is
accelerated down the barrel.

The velo<_:ity of the projectile was measured by use of a velocitometer. This consisted
of two low power laser diodes, the output of which could be fed into either a
specially-constructed timer or into an oscilloscope. As it emerged from the barrel, the
projectile intercepted these light beams, which were a known distance apart. The
velocity was then calculated to an accuracy of± 1 m s- 1 using a counter timer.

The output of the timer was sent to a delay generator (Hadland) that triggered the
flash unit, a Bowen Monolight 400, and camera, Ultranac FS-501 High-Speed Image
Converter Camera, at the appropriate times. In order to ensure that the light output
was sufficient during all the exposure time, the flash was triggered 100
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before the

r
camera. Images were recorded onto Polaroid 667 film and then digitised using a
600 dpi flatbed optical scanner.

After impact, the final profile of the rods was recorded and optical microstructural
studies were undertaken.

(b) Symmetric Taylor tests with normal impact faces
Symmetric rod impact tests were carried out using the 50 mm bore light gas gun at
Cambridge (Bourne et al. 1995). The target rod was instrumented with strain gauges
on diametrically opposite sides (top and bottom of rod) 15 mm from the impact face.
The rod was suspended in front of the barrel and aligned using both the Ultranac FS501 High-Speed Image Converter Camera and a laser alignment system. With the rod
aligned accurately, the gas gun chamber was sealed, the sabot placed in the breech
and the interior of the gun evacuated to 1 mbar pressure. The upper edge of the plate
had been ground to give a flat surface so that upon leaving the barrel this would short
a series of velocity pins. The pin output was used to trigger a delay generator
connected to the diagnostics. It should be noted that the sabot is still half to two thirds
within the barrel upon impact. This allows precision alignment on impact to < 1 mrad,
which would not be achieved if the sabot was in free flight.

The rods were mounted in a frame made from steel sections welded to a 6.3 mm thick
rectangular steel base, forming an upright in each corner. The uprights were made of
square section pieces with rotating horizontal rods mounted at the upper and lower
end of each upright. This frame was fixed to the base of the impact chamber of the
single-stage light gas gun.

High-speed photographic sequences were taken of the impact events using an
Ultranac FS501 image converter camera in conjunction with a Bowen flash. Images
were recorded onto Polaroid 667 film.
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(c) Symmetric Taylor tests with angled impact faces
The impact faces of some of the rods of the FNC tungsten alloy were ground to have
impact faces 45° or 30° to the axis of the rod. 'Symmetric' tests were carried out at
circa 300 m s- 1 , using the small gas-gun in conjunction with a square-section barrel
which eliminated rotation of the impactor prior to the impact. All experiments were
recorded \lsing the Ultranac FS-501 high-speed camera; some experiments also used
strain gauges as a diagnostic tool. These were positioned in pairs, diametrically
opposite one another on the target rod. There were 3 pairs at 15 mm intervals from the
tip of the impact face of the rod as shown in figure 6.1 .1.

In order to facilitate observation of stress waves, two experiments were carried out,
using a similar geometry, with PMMA rods. These had a diameter of 7.0 mm and
length 70.0 mm. Each experiment was viewed through crossed polarisers. The best
method used to observe the stress waves in this research was through full-extinction
crossed polarisers that were placed inside the impact chamber so that the residual
strain in the chamber windows did not affect the imaging.

-

I~

....

Strain gauges
Figure 6.1.1 Schematic diagram of positions of strain gauges on target rod.
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6.2 Results and Discussion
(a) Classic Taylor
High-speed records of classic Taylor experiments, on both FNC and SAC tungsten
alloys were made and a typical photographic sequence is shown in figure 6.2.1. The
event was photographed through a dove prism which has rotated the image though
90°. In the real event, the rod moves horizontally. For both alloys, a characteristic
mushroom shape was clearly visible. At this impact velocity, there was little
fragmentation of the rods, which was mainly limited to chipping of part of the
mushroom for the FNC samples.

The deformation profiles of each type of rod were measured after a classic Taylor
experiment, figure 6.2.2. The SAC underwent more deformation over the length
considered. The FNC rod deviated from its original diameter only in the 15 mm
nearest to the impact face. Clearly, FNC was found to be more brittle than SAC in the
classic Taylor set-up.

Optical microscopy made post-impact showed similar deformation mechanisms for
both alloys. Tungsten grains were found to be deformed but still intact with the
greatest level of deformation being at the impact face itself (figure 6.2.3). Any
cracking observed was inter-granular (figure 6.2.4).
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1
time 4 JlS,
Figure 6.2.1 SAC classic Taylor impact, velocity 208 m s· . Inter-frame
each frame. A
exposure 500 ns. Note the rigid, target is horizontal at the bottom of
rod. A dove
the
fiducial marker has been attached 25 mm from the impact end of
for frame
prism has been used to rotate each image by 90°. Refer to figure 3.6.1
ordering.
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Figure 6.2.3 Deformed grains at the impact face (right hand side offigure) in FNC
rod post Classic Taylor impact at 200 m s· 1 •

Figure 6.2.4 Inter-granular crack near impact face (right hand side offigure) in SAC
rod post Classic Taylor impact at 208 m s· 1•
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Figure 6.2.3 Deformed grains at the impact face (right hand side offigure) in FNC
rod post Classic Taylor impact at 200 m s- 1 •

Figure 6.2.4 Inter-granular crac;k near impact face (right hand side offigure) in SAC
rod post Classic Taylor impact at 208 m s- 1 •
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(b) Symmetric Taylor tests with normal impact faces
Five instrumented symmetric Taylor impact tests were carried out on FNC rods, four
near 300 m s- 1 and one at 370 m s- 1• In addition, one shot was carried out using rods
whose faces had been machined to 45°, in order that the direction of bend of the rods
during

t~e

impact was predetermined. Longitudinal strain records, from only two of

these experiments, are displayed in figure 6.2.5. For all experiments, traces exhibit an
initial compression, which is consistent with the elastic precursor. After this, pairs of
traces tend to diverge, which is indicative of rod bending, this is most evident for shot
020507b in which the rods had angled faces .

Four instrumented symmetric Taylor impact tests were carried out on SAC rods, three
at 300 m s- 1 and one at 370 m s- 1• One of the strain gauges failed; a selection of the
seven remaining strain histories are displayed in figure 6.2.6. Again all traces exhibit
an initial compression, relating to the elastic precursor after which pairs of traces tend
to diverge again, indicative of bending of the rod.

All impacts were monitored by high-speed photography and an example of a
sequence is given in figures 6.2.7. This is a well-aligned symmetric impact, velocity
302 m s- 1, of FNC rods. From these records, the alignment of each shot can be
measured and bending of rods and any debris ejected can be observed. The measured
offsets were compared with the onset of bending and values of strain obtained; refer
to table 6.1.

It was found that the values of strain are not the same for nominally identical impacts.

One reason for this is that the strain gauges were not necessarily in the same plane as
the bending. It could also be due to the scatter in the strength of the sintered material
leading to the position of fracture being unpredictable.

High-speed photography showed that bending tended to occur in the vertical plane, so
gauges were placed accordingly on the uppermost and lowest side of the rod. The
FNC strain traces show maximum strains of 3 % and minimum of -5 %. The traces
are relatively noisy, and this is thought to be due to the very brittle nature of the
fracture process in this material. The SAC traces show extremes of almost 5 % and
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-7.5 %. SAC rods tended to exhibit greater bending before fracture, although when
failure did occur it was by the same brittle mechanism.

In general, the SAC material behaved in a less brittle fashion than FNC, in the nature
of the debris collected. All rods that were subjected to symmetric impact exhibited a
smooth• fracture face many with fragments removed but the deformation here was
dominated by the frictional rubbing of the two rods. Further along the rod, bending
resulted in brittle fracture in some SAC rods and in most FNC rods. This trend in the
materials' behaviour was also exhibited by the classic Taylor samples, where
negligible bending observed in high-speed-photography and recovered fragments.
Fracture tended to occur in the mushroom and was more prevalent in FNC.

When the impact velocity was increased to 370 m s-', the level of fragmentation
observed was similar. However, in both cases both the strain gauges went into
compression and bending was not observed until later in the impact process.

When the direction of bend was pre-determined by machining 45° faces onto the two
rods, the amount of bending observed was increased, the compressive strain was
-8.8 % and the tensile strain was greater than 4 % even though this was the more
brittle of the two materials. In this experiment, the onset of bending was earlier than
observed in other experiments.

Microstructural examination of the fracture faces showed that rods, which had
fragmented along their length tended to exhibit brittle fracture surfaces on which the
grains and matrix were clearly seen. Cracks propagated mainly through the matrix.
Figure 6.2.8 is an example of a micrograph showing typical intergranular cracking
and figure 6.2.9 shows an inter-granular fracture face. Other microscopy provided
evidence that some grains had been fractured. In general, SAC rods did not exhibit
fracture to the extent found in FNC rods. Both materials exhibited similar
microstructural damage near to the impact face with the initially spherical grains
distorted and the matrix exhibiting ductile flow. Where fracture occurred, it was by a
brittle intergranular mechanism. Figure 6.2.10 shows a pair of rods recovered after a
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symmetric Taylor impact at 299 m s- 1• For a tungsten alloy, it exhibits an enormous
plastic deformation without fracture.

Examination of the impact faces showed that a large amount of plastic flow of the
matrix had occurred and some of the tungsten grains also appeared to have fused. The
impact fuces appeared to be similar for both FNC and SAC rods.
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Figure 6.2.5 Strain histories for two symmetric Taylor tests, one with normal and one
.with angled faces, impact velocity 300 m s-1, on FNC rods.
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Figure 6.2.6 Strain histories from two separate symmetric Taylor shots on SAC rods.

Figure 6.2.7 FNC symmetric Taylor impact; velocity 302 m s· 1 (shot 020307b).
Interframe time 10 JlS, exposure 1 JlS . The target rod is on the right.
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Maximum
strain(%)

Minimum
strain(%)

0.27
0.20
0.20
0.01
0.01
0.13
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Time to
bending
(Jts)
15
15
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Gauge
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Matelial
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diameter

020228a
020304a
020306b
020307b.
020506c
020507b

FNC
FNC
FNC
FNC
FNC
FNC

020304b

301 m s· 1
295 m s· 1
299 m s· 1
302 m s· 1
370 m s· 1
324 m s -t,
angled faces on
rods
299 m s· 1

020306a
020307a
020507a

289 m s· 1
304 m s· 1
372 m s· 1

*

1.0
2.5

-8.8

-7.5
-5.7
-3.7
-1.4

*Both gauges exhibited negative strains. In this instance the gauges were placed on the sides of the rod
and not the top and bottom as used in all other shots.

Table 6.1 The offsets, approximate times to rod bending and extreme values of strain
for the symmetric Taylor shots. Positive values of strain means the material is in
tension.
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Figure 6.2.8 Micrograph from a Symmetric Taylor impact of SAC rod, velocity
280 m s·1, showing intergranular cracking.
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Figure 6.2.9 Micrograph of brittle fracture face from FNC rod showing intergranular
failure, Symmetric Taylor at impact velocity 301 m s- 1 (shot 020228a).

Figure 6.2.10Recovered FNC rods following symmetric Taylor impact at 299 m s- 1•
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(c) Symmetric Taylor tests with angled impact faces
In order to increase the accuracy of alignment of impacts between angled faced rods,
a square barrel (internal side 20 mm) was fitted to the smaller of the two gas guns.
This prevented rotation of the projectile rod during its passage along the barrel.

All the 'projectiles used in these experiments had impact velocities of circa 300 m s· 1•
Rods had impact faces with angles of either 45° or 60°. Again some of the target rods
were instrumented with strain gauges. Examples of strain traces are given in
figure 6.2.10.

The time taken for the stress wave to propagate along the length of a rod, away from
the impact face, and be reflected from the other end back to the impact is circa 20 JlS.
It is difficult to determine this accurately as accounting for the angled impact face is
complex. Behind the projectile, there was circa 5 mm of nylon in the projectile. The
sabot had been hollowed to reduce mass behind this. Therefore the reflected pulse
from this part of the sabot would trail the main longitudinal wave back down the rod
by around 4 JlS.

When viewing these high-speed records, it is useful to bear in mind that the target rod
is the one on the top of the frame and the impactor on the bottom.

An example of an impact with 45° faces is shown in figure 6.2.11. This is well
aligned and

~he

rods only begin to slide over one another circa 12 JlS after the impact

(frame 6). Frames 12 to 14 show some cracking in the impact rod along its axis, this
was not observed in previous shots of this kind in this research. Frames 16 onwards
show the impact rod actually lost two pieces; usually the fragment lost appeared
whole in the high-speed record but here it is clear that the tip itself had fractured and
detached.

Figure 6.2.12 is a high-speed record of a symmetric Taylor impacts with 30° angles
machined on each of the tungsten alloy rods. The fracture and deformation is
characteristic of this angle of impacts. It is an excellent overall view of the rods
without any detail being obscured by gauges and leads. The tips of the rods can be
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seen to break off prior to further fracture. The rods then fracture 2 to 3 diameters of
length from their tip, the first part of this fracture travels perpendicular to the axes of
the rods and then parallel to, before finally breaking off. The remainder of the two
rods is then left in a well-aligned normal symmetric Taylor impact.

It is interesting to compare the experiments discussed so far with those shown in
figures 6.2.13 and 6.2.14. In the former, PMMA rods of identical aspect ratio, with
45° faces were photographed through crossed polarisers that were situated on either
side of the chamber. Unfortunately the residual stresses in the windows of the
chamber cloud the images somewhat, and any birefringent effects in the PMMA are
unclear. However, it does show crack growth rather well. From frame 10, it is clear
that crack growth in the target (lower) rod is underway. By frame 12, the fragment
begins to leave the rod. Although it is not visible in the high-speed record, the
impactor is likely to have shown the same behaviour as the impact proceeds in a fairly
symmetrical manner. Frame 17 shows the first indication that the impactor was also
cracking radially further down its length. By frame 24, this crack has propagated
though the whole diameter and the fragments are beginning to slide over one another.

Figure 6.2.14 is a high-speed record from an experiment in which the PMMA rods
had 30° faces. This was much more successful in recording the position of the stress
wave within the rod. The polarisers were placed inside the impact chamber in order to
eliminate any clouding effects due to the residual stresses in the windows . Full
extinction polarisers were used and these proved to be much more effective at looking
at changes in the stress state in the rod. Because the exposure time had to be increased
to 1 JlS, the time resolution of the photographs is not as good. The stress wave was
measured to travel away from the impact at 1.1
1.0

±

±

0.1 mm JlS- 1 in the target rod and

0.1 mm JlS- 1 in the impact rod. Given the bulk longitudinal sound speed in

PMMA is quoted as 2.72 mm JlS-1 and the shear wave speed as 1.36 mm JlS- 1 (Marsh
1980), this suggests that we are observing flexural waves. Although the flexural wave
speed is not precisely known, this is roughly what would be expected (Kolsky 1963;
Ward 1983). There are dark lines travelling back towards the chamfered ends of the
rods later in the impact event, these could be release waves from the other end of the
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rod. It would be interesting to spend more time analyzing this image. Using a quarter
wave plate might further help as any isoclinics could be avoided.
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Figure 6.2.10 Strain gauge traces from shot S030402a, 30° angled faces on FNC
rods.

Figure 6.2.11 45 degree faces. Shot S030408b. Interframe time 6 JlS, exposure
500 ns.
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Figure 6.2.12 30 degree faces. Shot S030408a. Interframe time 6 JlS, exposure
500 ns.

Figure 6.2.13 PMMA rods, 7 mm diameter, 70 mm length, 45 degree faces. Shot
S030409a. Interframe time 4 JlS, exposure 500 ns. Viewed through crossed polars.
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Figure 6.2.14 PMMA rods, 7 mm diameter, 70 mm length, 30 degree faces. Shot
S030409b. Interframe time 4 JlS, exposure I JlS. Viewed through full extinction
crossed polars. Arrows indicate position offlexural waves.
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6.3 Conclusions
Two sintered tungsten alloys were impacted in both the classic and symmetric impact
test Taylor geometries. High-speed photography gives direct visual information on the
deformation and fracture processes and gauges recorded the strains at chosen
positions· on the rods. The amount of strain induced in such brittle materials was
surprisingly large, much larger than that induced by quasi-static loading. Strains of
nearly 5 % in tension were recorded.

FNC was found to be more brittle than SAC, though microstructural damage
mechanisms appeared similar in both materials: The strain histories recorded for
symmetric Taylor impact showed compression in the early stages of impact caused by
the elastic wave and then bending waves. The magnitude of strains was found to be
greater in the SAC (for values, refer to table 6.2.1).

The FNC rods tended to exhibit brittle fracture at these lower strains. SAC exhibited
less brittle fracture. Fragmentation of the corners of the mushroom (classic Taylor)
and impact face (symmetric Taylor) was more prevalent in the FNC than the SAC
samples. The higher impact velocity impacts were not found to dramatically increase
fragmentation.

Optical microscopy revealed that both materials exhibited similar microstructural
damage. Near _to the impact face, the initially spherical grains were distorted and the
matrix exhibited ductile flow. Where fracture occurred, it was by a brittle
intergranular mechanism.

The geometry for Taylor tests is relatively simple, making them suitable for computer
modelling. The data presented in this chapter would be ideal for code validation.
There have been many attempts to date, with varying degrees of success. The visual
and quantitative deformation and strain data obtained in this research should allow
models to be tested and improved.
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Generally, the newly designed square section barrel proved to be a success in terms of
alignment of these experiments. Fracture and deformation of the two different
geometries was recorded using high-speed photography. There were definite preferred
places of fracture for each of the two geometries tested. The rods with 45° faces
tended to fracture about three rod diameters from their tip. The 30° ones tended to
fracture in two places, once about two to three rod diameters from their tip and the
other about half way along their chamfered face.

Strain gauges showed that there was very little rod bending outside of the front
portion of the rod, this was always released upon fracture. This is indicative of good
alignment in the horizontal (perpendicular to the photographs) direction.

Experiments involving PMMA rods of the same geometries were very useful to
observe both the cracks but also the propagation of the stress waves. Measured
velocities suggested that flexural waves were dominant.
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Chapter 7
Technique Development
This chapter covers areas of research into increasing the stress range over which
manganin stress gauges can be used. It is based on (Hammond et al. 2003) but also
includes some further research.

7.1 Dependence of measured lateral stress on thickness of protective
"padding" around gauges
Measuring both the dynamic lateral and dynamic longitudinal stresses in a material
allows calculation of the dynamic shear strength, which is a useful property to take
into account when designing armour. Generally, it is thought, the higher the shear
strength the better the armour. It is therefore important that a wide range of lateral
stress levels can be measured. Previously it has been found that such measurements
were not possible above the phase transition in bainitic steels (chapter 5) even with
50 Jtm mylar padding on either side of the lateral gauges.

With increased protective padding, it was thought that the stress level at the gauge
would be reduced. This, therefore, needed to be investigated before further
measurements could be carried out.

Experimental
The lateral stress measured with a variety of thicknesses of polycarbonate or mylar
padding ranged from samples that were entirely mild steel (En3B), to one that was
entirely polycarbonate. A projectile velocity of 400 m s-1 was chosen as the resultant
pressure in steel is well within the range of the unprotected gauges. The flyer plate on
the projectile was 10 mm copper for all experiments discussed here. For these impact
conditions, we expect the dynamic longitudinal stress to be around 7 GPa (Millett et
al. 1997).
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Lateral gauges were embedded within the sample at 2 mm and 5 mm from the impact
face as shown in figure 7 .1.1. The gauge calibration was taken from (Rosenberg et al.
1980), but also included additional recent correction procedures (Rosenberg and Brar
1995).The thickness of padding around the gauge, d, represents material on one side,
see figure 7 .1.1, so that the total padding thickness is 2d.

Other workers (Feng and Gupta 1997) have suggested that the gauge calibration needs
to be specific to each material tested. The focus of this chapter however is how the
packaging affects the gauge signal in a fixed system.

2mm

Smm

1d
r
padding

Lateral gauges
Figure 7.1.1 Position of lateral gauges within sample. The impact face is on the left
in this diagram. The thickness of the padding on each side of the gauge is d giving a
total padding thickness of 2d.

Results and discussion
One measurement of longitudinal stress, with no padding at these conditions was
found to be 7.13 GPa. Figure 7 .1.2 shows both the VISAR and longitudinal gauge
traces for this experiment. The VISAR trace, having greater time resolution, shows
the HEL. The two traces are offset simply because the measurements are taken in
different positions, the gauge being embedded in the mild steel and the VISAR being
a rear surface measurement. A selection of pairs of lateral gauge traces is given in
figure 7 .1.3 (note

~R/R 0

is given here in order to eliminate any errors in the
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interpretation of the gauge output). Each pair is offset on the time axis for clarity. The
plateau values of the traces decreases as more padding is incorporated in the sample.
Figures 7.1.4 is a plot of
~R/R 0 ,

~R/R 0

against d, respectively. There is an initial drop in

followed by a plateau up to a d of about 0.5 mm. It is difficult to choose a

valid threshold value of d due to this initial drop.
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Figure 7.1.2 Longitudinal gauge and VISAR traces for experiment with zero gauge
1
padding. Impact velocity of 389 m s- •
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1
Modelling

The simulation studies were performed using the in-house QinetiQ Eulerian
hydrocode GRIM3D. Both this and the model used to represent the lateral gauge are
discussed in (Church et al. 2003). The code was able to predict the longitudinal stress
to within about 3% of the quoted experimental value, based on VISAR measurements.
Prediction of the overall trend of how the lateral stress measured varies with thickness
of the packaging agreed with the experimental data. However, the simulations were
consistently at least 15% higher than the lateral stresses measured.

Conclusions

The degree of padding obviously does affect the dynamic lateral stress measured and
this has been quantified. The research shows that some degree of padding can be
incorporated into a test provided that the results are treated with some caution. If this
allows higher pressure data to be recorded then that in itself is a step forward.

The survivability of these gauges, both with and without the padding, at higher
pressures is discussed in the following section of this chapter.

Values for the lateral stresses from the simulations are consistently higher than the
experiment, resulting in a lower value of shear stress. A reason for this might be
assumptions made in the model, this will require further research to resolve.
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7.2 Does this protective "padding" actually improve the survivability
of lateral gauges?
Experiments were carried out under higher stress impact conditions. A value of

.

0.5 mm was chosen for the padding thickness, d. Initially, 6 mm copper impactors
were used at velocities of 854 and 900 m s- 1• The longitudinal stresses expected for
these impact conditions on mild steel are circa 15 and 17 GPa respectively. Lateral
gauges survived sufficiently well to give a useful trace in both of these experiments
(figure 7.2.1).

In order to achieve even higher stresses, one experiment was carried out at 943 m s· 1
using a 5 mm tungsten alloy impactor. This gives impact conditions of around 27 GPa
of longitudinal stress. Again the gauge appeared to yield a valid trace, pairs of traces
are given in figure 7.2.1, these have been offset along the time axis for clarity.
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Discussion and conclusions

There is normally an error of

±

10 % associated with using these gauges. Pairs of

traces from the same experiment are consistent with one another within this large
experimental scatter. This indicates that the gauges are measuring something
particular rather than yielding random values. However, when the longitudinal stress
is as high as 27 GPa, the mild steel should be a lot nearer hydrodynamic behaviour
than it appears to be. If a material is in a hydrodynamic regime, it has no strength,
given the shear strength of the material is equal to half the difference between the
longitudinal and lateral stresses, the longitudinal and lateral stress measured should be
equal. Clearly, in this research the material isn't close to hydrodynamic behaviour at
27 GPa longitudinal stess. Turning to the modelling, using the same set up as
discussed briefly in section 7.1, the mild steel is predicted to be almost hydrodynamic
at a longitudinal stress of 27 GPa. Perhaps the gauges are not in fact reaching a stable
level. It is unclear from the traces if this is the case.

The gauges have been surviving reliably at much higher pressures than they had
without this additional padding. The resulting stress measured is not what would be
predicted in the mild steel. Further modelling needs to be undertaken in order to
interpret the stress that is measured in terms of the mild steel response.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and further work

This dissertation presents data relating to both the shock and ballistic properties of
bainitic steels and reports the dynamic behaviour of two sintered tungsten alloys. By

.

studying material properties over a wide range of strain rates, a greater understanding
of its behaviour can be found. Shock data can be used in simple models which can
subsequently be extended to cover the more complex three-dimensional situations
than might be encountered in ballistics experiments.
The shock properties in compression, both longitudinal and lateral, and tension of two
bainitic steels have been measured. The Hugoniots and shear strengths of the two
bainites were found to be similar to those of mild steel. The HEL of the lower
temperature and upper bainites was found to be 3.5 ± 0.5 GPa and 2 ± 0.5 GPa
respectively . Lower temperature bainite was found to have a phase transition at
13 ± 0.5 GPa. The phase transition was not observed for the upper bainite.
The dynamic tensile or spall strength of a material generally influences the
performance of that material in an armour application. It was therefore important to
measure these values given the bainites are under consideration as armour material.
The spall strength of the lower temperature bainite was about 1.9 GPa across the
stress range considered here. The spall strength of the upper bainite was found to be
about 2 GPa below the phase transition stress. However, above this stress level it
dropped significantly. The reason the phase transition is suppressed or non-observable
for one bainite and not the other is almost certainly explained by the microstructural
differences between the two forms of bainite. Microhardness traverses were carried
out on recovered material and it was found that the pressure of the shock wave has
more effect than its duration on the microhardness. Further microstructural work,
X-ray diffraction, microscopy and hardness testing, could look for an explanation of
the suppression or non-observation of the phase transition.
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A material very similar to the low temperature bainite considered earlier in this
research was compared to both RHA steel and mild steel in ballistic experiments. The
tests involved unconstrained plates and depth of penetration studies. The RHA steel
failed by plugging in the unconstrained plate set-up, the bainite also showed signs of
plugging. The mild steel failed either by spall or plugging and was certainly not
shown

t~

be suitable as an armour material. The main difference between the other

two materials is the bainite exhibited a lot of fracture after impact whereas the RHA
steel was deformed plastically. The depth of penetration tests did not show the
differences between the materials to be particularly significant. Future research is
needed at full ballistic velocities in order to determine which material is most suitable
for an armour application.
Classic and symmetric Taylor tests were carried out on two sintered tungsten alloys in
order to try to characterise their behaviour under dynamic loading. This in turn,
helped the interpretation of the ballistic experiments. Surface tensile strains of up to
5 % were recorded. Optical microscopy revealed that the initially spherical grains
were distorted and the matrix exhibited ductile flow. Any fractures occurred by a
brittle intergranular mechanism.
The final experimental chapter in this dissertation describes research into developing
the techniques already used in gauge technology. By addition of extra "padding"
around a lateral gauge, the survivability is increased. Measurements of lateral stress
can be extended into stress ranges not considered before. However, this extra
"padding" affects the stress that is recorded at the gauge. This effect has been
quantified.
Research of the type described in this thesis is costly; it uses expensive equipment
such as high-speed cameras, VISAR and the plate impact facility. Each experiment
has involved a number of expensive consumables as well as a lot of time. Therefore
the series of tests described in this work have been kept to a realistic minimum.
However, the costs are relatively modest when compared with full-scale ballistics
trials. An attraction of the data, are that they are in a form which modellers can use.
Once models are satisfactory, a small number of full-scale ballistics trials can be
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carried out. Overall costs are minimised by a co-ordinated program of experiments
and modelling.
There are clearly a few unanswered questions remaining. The absence of a detectable
phase change for one of the bainitic steels is one. The "gap" between experiment and
modelling with the "padded " gauges is another. However, the quantities of material
available for making samples were restricted since our immediate sponsor themselves
had budget restraints.
Clearly, more samples for future studies would help, and certainly more of the upper
bainite would enable a deeper investigation into the phase change.
This thesis shows that the bainites have attractive properties for ballistic applications
and it is hoped that the present dissertation will stimulate further research.
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